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Annex 1 – Description of the Kolektif, partner organizations and contact details
The Kolektif
The Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè is a semi-formal collective of the victims who were
displaced from their agricultural land at Chabert to make way for the CIP.
The Kolektif has self-organized on issues relating to their displacement since April 2014.
The Kolektif is represented by a core committee (Komite), facilitated by Milostène Castin. The
Komite has met up to weekly, when necessary, to discuss issues raised in this complaint. We also
call general meetings of the full Kolektif whenever necessary (for some time, this occurred
approximately every two weeks) to provide updates on any steps taken, to collect information
and feedback, and to discuss and confirm upcoming steps including the demands they wish to
make.
Contacting the Kolektif
The primary language of the Kolektif is Creole. Very few of our members understand French.
Email communication is not possible other than through representatives.
Accordingly, the Kolektif otherwise requests that all communications from MICI are directed to
the Kolektif’s representatives as set out below. Those representatives have agreed to convey
MICI’s communications to the Kolektif and to respond on the Kolektif’s behalf. To facilitate
communication, we request that all MICI communications and documents are prepared in Creole
and English. If Creole is not possible, we request communications and documents in French and
English, however, we note that this will significantly limit the ability of the wider group of
victims to review MICI materials.
Formal representatives and contact details
The Kolektif has requested the support of the following organizations, during the MICI
complaint process:
Accountability Counsel: a non-profit, non-governmental legal organization based in the
United States. Accountability Counsel’s lawyers assist communities to use the nonjudicial complaint offices located within international financial institutions, to raise
community concerns about the environmental and social harms of internationallyfinanced projects.
ActionAid Haiti: a non-governmental organization based in Port-au-Prince. ActionAid
Haiti works alongside the most vulnerable and excluded people to eradicate poverty and
the injustice and inequity that cause it.
AREDE (Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l'Environnement): a nongovernmental community-based organization that advocates on environmental and social
issues affecting Northern Haiti.
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Formal authorization of representation for Accountability Counsel and ActionAid Haiti is
contained in Annex 2. We confirm that we also wish Milostène Castin to receive all documents
and communications as the chair of the Komite.
All communication about the complaint should be directed to each of the following:
Sarah Singh,
Accountability
Counsel

sarah@accountabilitycounsel.org

+1 415 500 4324

Caitlin Daniel,
Accountability
Counsel
Lani Inverarity,
Accountability
Counsel
Joseph Wendy
Alliance,
Action Aid
Haiti
Milostène
Castin, chair of
Komite,
coordinator of
AREDE

caitlin@accountabilitycounsel.org

+1 415 500 8214

244 Kearny
Street, Floor 6,
San Francisco,
CA, USA 94108
As above

lani@accountabilitycounsel.org

+1 415 296 6766

As above

JosephWendy.Alliance@actionaid.org

milocastin@yahoo.fr

3, rue Grandoit,
Delmas 75, Portau-Prince, Haiti
+509 37 55 51
65

Other partner organizations
The Kolektif is also being supported by the following organizations. The Kolektif may request
their assistance during certain steps in the MICI complaint process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ActionAid International and regional affiliates
Asosyasyon Mouvman Peyizan Gran Basen
Asosyasyon Peyizan Glodin
Coopérative Petits Planteurs du Nord Est (CPPNE)
Mouvman Peyizan Agrikol Gran Basen
Mouvman Peyizan Nasyonal Kongrè Papay
Organizasyon Fanm Vanyan Pilèt
Organizasyon Peyizan Kooperativ Wanament
Platfòm Je Nan Je
Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
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Annex 2 – Formal authorization of representatives
See over page
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-'Representation Agreement Between the Kotektif Peyizan Viktim
Accountability Counsel and AqtidAid l{aiti

Ti Chabi,

We, the undersigned representatives of the Kolektif PeyizanViktira Td Chab,d hercby retain
Accountability Counsei and ActionAid Haiti as our representativds with respect to the drafting,
submission of and subsequent communication surrounding our complaint regarding the Caracol
Industrial park to the Inter-American Development Bank's Independent Consultation and
Investigation Mechanism ("MICI"). W" grant explicit permission to MICI to communicate with
us thr+foh our representatives, Accountability Counsel and ActionAid Haiti.
be
There is no fee or payment required to compensate for this representation. Services will
rendered free of charge.

to
The effective date of this representation is 22 Jdy 2016 and shall continue until the complaint
in
writing.
representation
the
party
terminates
MICI has been resolved, or at any time that either
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Annex 3 – List of relevant IDB projects
Reference

Name and description

HAL1055

Infrastructure Program:
Support for
rehabilitation of basic
economic infrastructure
and to construct the
NIP/CIP.
Productive Infrastructure
Program: Basic
infrastructure, industrial
facilities, management
support and
complementary
investments required for
the expansion and
sustainable operation of
the CIP.
Productive Infrastructure
Program II: continuation
of above.
Productive Infrastructure
Program III:
continuation of above.

HAL1076

HAL1081
HAL1091
HAG1035
HAL1101

HAT1074
HAT1083
HAT1179
HAT1181

Approval
Category &
Value
date
Status
(US$)
Primary projects for the purpose of this complaint
Jul. 25,
2011

A/B
Implementation

$55m

Sept. 13,
2012

A
Implementation

$50m

Dec. 16,
2013

A
Implementation

$40.5m

Dec. 11,
2014
Mar. 3,
2016
Dec. 14,
2015

A
$55m
Implementation $15.35m

Productive Infrastructure
A
Program IV:
Implementation
continuation of above.
Other relevant projects
Development of the
Industrial Park Model to
Improve Trade
Opportunities for Haiti
Urban Growth
Management in the
Vicinity of the CIP
Water and Sanitation
Mitigating the Social
Impacts of the CIP

$41m

August 13,
2009

C
Completed

$0.15m

December
10, 2009

C
Implementation

$0.25m

March 19,
2013
April 24,
2013

C
Implementation
C
Implementation

$1.00m
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$0.31m

Last
disbursement
April 1, 2016

HAT1185 /
HAT1186
HAT1182

HAT1191
HAT1195
HAT1196
HAT1180
HAT1209
HAT1212
HAL1106

Haiti's Northern
Development Corridor Implementation of ICES

May 20,
2013

C
Implementation

$0.18m
$0.8m

Institutional
June 5,
C
$0.53m
Strengthening to
2013
Completed
Increase the Technical
Capacity of the
Government of Haiti to
Address Direct and
Indirect Impacts of the
CIP
Exchange between HA October 2,
C
$0.013m
and CR, GU and NI on
2013
Completed
Industrial Parks
Sustainable Mobility
December
C
$0.12m
Plan & Preinvestment
12, 2013
Completed
projects for Haiti's
Northern Corridor
Sustainable Mobility
December
C
$0.35m
Plan & Preinvestment
12, 2013 Implementation
projects for Haiti's
Northern Corridor
Mitigating the
August 19,
C
$0.18m
Environmental Impacts
2014
Completed
of the PIC in the Caracol
Bay
Strengthening of the
June 18,
C
$0.40m
PIC's Environmental,
2015
Implementation
Health, and Safety
Capacity
Support Preparation of
July 31,
C
$1.4m
Water & Sanitation
2015
Implementation
Investment Program in
Cap Haitien
Solid Waste
In
B
$25m
Management and Urban preparation
Improvement in
Northern Haiti
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Annex 4 – Meeting May 2016 IDB, UTE and Kolektif, our meeting notes
Participants IDB / UTE: Gilles Damais (IDB Director), Mikaël Landsheer (UTE Director), Ana
Maria Saiz (IDB project manager CIP), Alexis Clement (UTE), Reynold Pauyo (UTE)
Participants victims/representatives: Mr. Jocelyn Previl (Coordinator – Kolektif), Ms. Eva
Jean-Baptiste (Secretary – Kolektif), Yolette Etienne (Director - ActionAid), Milostène Castin
(Coordinator - AREDE), Antoine Bouhey (Volunteer - ActionAid)
As an introduction, IDB insisted that the compensation and rehabilitation plan is the
responsibility of UTE, which was required to execute it in accordance with IDB policies,
benefiting from IDB's technical support.
1. Compensation calculation methodology
a) Compensation for food security were calculated by dividing the total amount allocated
to families ($1,000 / ha or $246,000) by the estimated number of people affected at the time
(382 families of 8 members on average, or 3056 persons).
b) IDB confirms that 2012 and 2013 compensations did not take the increase of the cost of
living into account.
c) Trainings were all provided by, and thus responsibility of, INFP.
d) Final compensation for 'non-vulnerable' victims were negotiated with the ALENAC
and families. They were calculated based on five years of lost harvests ($1,450 / year) with
an increase taking into account the increase of the cost of living (1.1725 index).
e) Final compensation for 'vulnerable' victims were:
- 14 people over 65 will receive state pension: 8000 gourdes per month (approximately
$120/month).
- 11 people received support to get land.
- 10 people are about to receive houses in Terrier Rouge with support from FAES, especially
if they want to raise income by renting these houses.
=> UTE and IDB insist that all amounts were negotiated with ALENAC and most families.
=> Mikaël de Landsheer insists that each family received an average of $ 18,800 (or $10 000,
not clear).
=> UTE and IDB committed to provide all documents describing calculations and
implementation.
2) Women's rights and needs
Some women head of households were included in the category of vulnerable victims.
=> They confirmed they have no detail and no specific plan regarding women’s rights and needs.
=> UTE and IDB committed to provide details.
3) Number of affected families.
The final figure is 442 families, including 35 vulnerable families.
=> UTE and IDB committed to provide full lists of families, as well as anonymized
compensation lists.
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4) Final Compensation
IDB confirms that it must ensure that the living conditions of the victims are rehabilitated to a
level at least equal to pre-loss of land.
They explained that one of the conditions to dropping the “land for land” plan is undertaking an
assessment of the compensation and rehabilitation plans’ impact one year after compensations
are distributed (which was not done). They announced that they have asked UTE to carry one out
“very soon” to be finalized “before end 2016.”
The Director suggested that it "may" agree to negotiation a new compensation and rehabilitation
phase, “if it turned out that the compensation plan is the cause of a deterioration in living
conditions.” He insists that the assessment may also show that other factors caused the
deterioration of living conditions.
He suggested that the families' organization and their representatives may participate in this
evaluation.
On the decision to switch from “land for land” to “cash for land”, IDB said that a plan had been
agreed to allocate land in Fonds Blanc/Glaudine but that threats and disagreements led to
abandon the project. UTE insists that since the beginning families have always wanted money,
not land, and that it was IDB and UTE who pushed to provide land, until finally giving up.
=> AREDE disagrees, saying that families using the land in Fonds Blanc/Glaudine and Caracol
families had agreed to share the land if they received support for land management from IDB and
UTE, but that IDB and UTE considered this plan as too costly.
=> UTE and IDB committed to provide detailed information on the process that led to the
agreement.
UTE and IDB confirmed that the majority of families had no choice about the latest
compensations: only vulnerable people under 65 were given a choice between land and housing.
Non-vulnerable people automatically received money, vulnerable people over 65 have
automatically received the State pension subscription.
5) ALENAC
UTE explained the criteria for the selection of “Natural Leaders” (honesty, commitment, skills
for negotiations, etc).
IDB though confirmed that in the rush to develop the compensation plan “it was not possible to
assess whether they were legitimate or not”. And that several of them are not victims, but just
people living in the area.
=> IDB and UTE committed to provide detailed information on the recruitment process.
6) Next meetings
IDB agreed that the date, place and agenda of upcoming meetings shuld be agreed between both
parties. They suggested that the next meeting should take place in Caracol.
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Annex 5 – IDB and UTE Aide Memoire in response to request for information
See over page
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Réunion de partage d’informations BID/UTE/ACTION AID/AREDE/CPVTC du 5/05 /2016
Aide-Mémoire
I.

Contexte et Objectifs

Dans le but de soutenir le développement économique et social dans le nord d’Haïti et d’attirer des
sociétés industrielles, le Gouvernement haïtien a pris la décision, sur la base d’études de faisabilité
préalables, de construire un parc industriel à Caracol.
Le site retenu pour l’implantation du Parc industriel accuse une superficie de 246 ha et est localisé à
Chabert dans la commune de Caracol. La construction des infrastructures a impliqué le déplacement de
382 exploitants qui pratiquaient l’agriculture sur ledit site.
Le financement pour la construction des infrastructures nécessaires est assuré par la Banque
Interaméricaine de Développement (BID). La mise en œuvre du projet est assurée par l’Unité Technique
d’Exécution (UTE) du Ministère de l’Économie et des Finances (MEF).
Cette situation a déclenché l’élaboration d’un Plan d’Action de Réinstallation ( PAR) et sa mise en
œuvre durant les années de 2011 à 2013.
La relocalisation des personnes affectées par le projet a été réalisée selon les mesures
prescrites visant à compenser les pertes immédiates provoquées et à rétablir à moyen et long terme
les conditions d’existence des PAP.
C’est dans ce cadre que, cinq ans plus tard, un groupe d’associations œuvrant dans la zone du
parc industriel ont demandé à l’UTE et à la BID une réunion d’informations relative à la mise en
œuvre du plan de compensation.
II

Participants à la rencontre :

ACTION AID : Yolette ETIENNE /Antoine BOUHEY
CPVCT

:

Jocelyn PREVIL / Eva JEAN-BAPTISTE

ARESE

:

Milostene CASTIN

BID

:

Gilles DAMAIS/Ana Maria SAIZ

UTE

:

Michael DE LANDSHEER/ Reynold PAUYO/ Alix CLEMENT
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III Points discutés
A.

Méthodes de calcul des compensations pour la sécurité alimentaire, ainsi que des
autres compensations immédiates, transitionnelles et de long terme.
1

Sécurité alimentaire :

Le Coût de la sécurité alimentaire (US$246 000) vise à couvrir le déficit alimentaire des
ménages qui auto consommaient jusqu'à 30% de leur récolte. Ce déficit est estimé à
$1000 par hectare. Ce qui totalise US $246 000 pour les 246 hectares. Ce montant est
réparti entre les 3056 Membres de familles des PAP. (382 exploitants ayant chacun 7
dépendants)
Montant sécurité alimentaire par exploitant = montant estimé par ha*par la superficie
totale / (nombre d’exploitants*nombre moyen de membres d’une famille)
246000/ (382*8) = 80.49 ≈80
Montant sécurité alimentaire attribué à chaque PAP : 80 USD *Nombre de membres de
la famille
2

Compensation Monétaire immédiate (CMI):

Ce montant est calculé de la manière suivante : (perte récolte/ha*superficie ha) +
(montant sécurité alimentaire*Nombre de membres de la famille)
La perte de récolte a été évaluée à 1450 USD /ha.
Exemple :
Membres de familles : Y
Superficie

: Z ha

CMI

: (1450*Z) + (80*Y)

(USD)
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3

Compensation Transitionnelle:

Formation Professionnelle : voir document annexé produit par l’Institut National de
Formation Professionnelle (INFP). (Doc #1)
4
Compensation Monétaire Finale (CMF) : elle concerne les PAP éligibles (les
moins vulnérables). Elle a été calculée suivant la formule suivante : (perte de récolte*
l’indice du cout de la vie *cinq ans de compensation*Z
CMF= 1450*1.1725*5*Z
5
ONA: Elle concerne les PAP de 65 ans ou plus (voir Rapport de l’ONA annexé)
(Doc #2)
6

Terre contre terre

Voir document annexé (Doc #3)
7

Option Maison :

Voir protocole d’accord FAES (Doc #4)
B.

Réévaluation du montant des compensations n'a été effectuée.
Le montant des compensations monétaires a été réévalué en y incorporant le facteur
indice du coût de la vie lors de la compensation finale.

C.

Mesures spécifiques pour assurer le respect des droits des femmes membres des
familles affectées par le Parc Industriel, ainsi que le maintien et le renforcement
de leurs conditions de vie.
Les femmes Chef de ménage (sans conjoint) affectées par le PIC sont classées dans la
catégorie des vulnérables. Elles ont eu le choix entre les options disponibles (maison,
ONA, terre contre terre).

D.

Listes détaillées du nombre de familles affectées et des compensations
(immédiates, transitionnelles et de long terme); financières et autres -comme les
formations) reçues par chaque famille, ainsi que les copies des protocoles
d'accord, afin que nous puissions évaluer l'équité de traitement de chaque famille.
Par souci de confidentialité, les noms et numéros d’identité des personnes
compensées ne seront pas fournies en regard des montants requis. Voir listes de
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personnes compensées d’une part et liste des compensations monétaires finales,
d’autre part (voir Doc #5).
E.

Nous demandons que soit justifiée la conformité avec les politiques
opérationnelles de la BID de cet abandon de l’option « terre contre terre» en
faveur de l’option « argent pour terre ».
La compensation monétaire est permise pourvu qu’elle soit utilisée à des fins
productives. En ce sens, la BID recommande que soit effectué un suivi des PAP à
travers des indicateurs définis qui permettront d’établir si le PAP a rétabli ses
conditions d’existence. Une évaluation est prévue une fois l’ensemble des
compensations définitives réglées

F.

Nous demandons que soit justifiée la décision de ne pas chercher à acquérir
d'autres terres, regroupées par exemple sur plusieurs surfaces moins grandes que
la surface initialement visée à Fond-Blanc/Glaudine.
Difficultés de terrain + les pressions venant des PAP qui réclamaient la compensation
monétaire.

G.

Nous demandons des détails sur la consultation effectuée en 2013 pour proposer
des compensations alternatives à l'option « terre contre terre », en particulier les
options proposées à chaque famille.
(Voir Doc #6 rapport sur choix de compensation des PAP et acte d’engagement
UTE/ALENACT).

H.

Nous demandons que soit détaillé le processus d'identification des leaders
naturels, et dans quelle mesure ceux-ci furent amené-e-s à représenter les
personnes affectées par le projet, y compris pour la signature de I' Accord-Cadre le
9 septembre 2011 et du nouveau plan de compensation adopté en septembre
2013.
Extrait du rapport du PAR de Erice AZ
Au cours du processus d’élaboration du PAR, on a rencontré de multiples
organisations intervant dans la zone. il s’agit des organisations qui ont pris naissance
au gré des Programmes et Projets de Développement : Groupement Sante Bèt (GSB),
Association Paysan Volant. Des projets de Développement sont engagés avec
l’Institut Interaméricain pour la Coopération Agricole, Plan International, Food For
The Poor, Fonds d’Aide Economique et Social (FAES). Toutefois, toute la force du tissu
social de la zone repose sur une quarantaine de leaders naturels qui, au fil des ans,
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ont consolidé leur emprise sur le milieu soit par leur compétence, et/ou leur
empathie et /ou leur niveau de désintéressement dans la gestion des relations entre
les communautés et entre les familles. Il a été relativement simple de porter les
exploitants du site du PIRN à identifier les 41 leaders naturels, ceux-là de qui tout un
chacun sollicite des conseils en cas de difficulté. Ces leaders naturels devront être
partie prenante de tout le processus du PAR comme facilitateurs, arbitres et
gestionnaires de conflits. Une fiche d’autoévaluation de chacun des leaders a été
remplie et est disponible dans de base de données (expérience, formation, métiers,
réalisation, modèle, vision). Une fiche indicative des noms – prénoms et téléphones
des Leaders Naturels est jointe à l’annexe.
(Voir Doc #7 : Liste des leaders Naturels)
IV Prochaine Etape
Transmission aide-mémoire de la rencontre aux participants

V ANNEXES
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Annex 6 – Summary of interview results
Summary of the in-depth interviews conducted by the Kolektif with a sample of 58 victims
from 11 to 13 May 2016
Gender of interviewees: 36 male, 16 female, six not recorded
1. Household description
How many people live in your house?
Between four and 22, with an average of 9.4 people.
Did some people move away from your house after you lost your land?
Eight victims mentioned that one or several of their children moved to Dominican Republic for
lack of economic opportunities in the area.
Do you live in the same house as you lived in before?
10 said they either moved to a new house or improved their house.
If not, would you describe your current housing situation as better, unchanged or worse?
Six said their housing situation is better, 4 said it is worse.
Do you own or rent your house?
53 own their house, five rent it, one occupies it for free.
2. Economic situation
Are you satisfied with your living conditions, very satisfied or not satisfied?
54 said they are not satisfied. Three said they are satisfied (all male).
How are you dealing with money?
1. Saving a lot of money, 2. Saving a bit of money, 3. We barely manage to satisfy our needs, 4.
We're using our savings 5. We have to make debts
48 said they have to make debts. 18 said they barely manage to satisfy their needs (some
answering both the former and latter). Two said they are using their savings.
Are your revenues stable or not?
54 said their revenues are not stable. Three said they are somewhat stable (all male). One said
they are stable (male).
Do you consider your economic situation better, worse or unchanged since you lost your land?
46 said “worse;” 11 said “unchanged;” one said “better.”
Do you have other land? Did you own/rent it before you lost your land in Chabert?
18

21 said yes, some specifying that they rent that land. Six said they bought or started renting it
after they lost their land in Chabert.
What is your main job?
•
•
•
•
•

24 cultivate land or have cattle (as land owners, land renters or agricultural workers): of
those, 17 are male, four are female, three gender unknown.
10 own a small business: three are male, six are female, one is unknown.
Five burn wood to sell coal: two are male, two are female, one is unknown.
Three are fisherfolks (all men).
Others: one works for the CIP as a cleaner (male), one rents his house (male); one is a
plumber (male); one harvests and sells salt (female); one does small services (female);
one carves stones (male); one works as a health agent (male); one is a teacher (male); one
is a driver (male); and one sews clothes (male).

Six have no income-generating activity: three are male, two are female, one is gender unknown.
Do you have another activity to generate revenues?
Nine cultivate land or have cattle, as land owners, land renters or agricultural workers. Six burn
wood to sell coal. Five harvest and sell salt. Three are masons. One is a worker. One has a small
business to sell bananas.
Do other members of your households have activities to generate revenues?
28 report that their wife, husband or children have other activities: 15 own small businesses (all
female); three work for the CIP; two burn wood to sell coal; three cultivate land; one works for
the government; one is a fisherfolk; one is a driver; one is a craftsman; and one sews clothes.
3. Compensation
Did BID or UTE give you or a member of your family a training?
57 said no. One said his son had a masonry training, which successfully helped him find masonry
jobs.
Did you receive all the compensations that were promised in 2011, 2012, 2013?
Four said they had not received all the compensation reported in the compensation agreements,
and two said they have received no compensation at all.
How did you use the money?
49 for food; 47 for school fees; 37 to pay debts; 10 used compensations to make improvements
to their homes; 10 to create or improve small businesses; and six to lease lower quality
alternative land.
In 2013, did you opt for the “land for land” or “cash for land” options?
20 said they wanted land; 37 said they wanted cash.
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Annex 7 – Comparison between ALENAC and Baseline/June 2016 lists of victims
Surname

First name

Zone

Gender

ACCILIEN
ADAM
ANGRAND
BREUS
CADEAU
CHARLES
CHARLES
CHARLES
CHARLES
CLEBERT
DAVILMAR
DELIUS
DESIR
DESIR
DORMEUS
DORSAINVIL
ELMORIN
ETIENNE
ETIENNE
GERMAIN
JEAN
JEAN BAPTISTE
JEAN BAPTISTE
JEAN BAPTISTE
JEAN BAPTISTE
JEAN GILLES
JEAN GILLES
JOSEPH
LEROY
LOUIS
MICHEL
MICHEL
MILIEN
MONPREMIER
PIERRE
PIERRE
PIERRE
PIERRE
PREDESTIN
SAINT
WAZAMBECK
Total

Perana
André
Angeline
Charitable
Andre
Rosena
Bertrand
Lima
Rickeless
Anita Francisque
Verly
Manigat
Richardson
Luxima
Norxemine
Gerard
Ultide
Robert
Naguise
Gabriel
Chery
Paul
Mimose
Joseph
Vadius
Azurène
Céline
Gerson
Anne
Rose Josette
Garry
Verleine
Keteline
Marie Eugene
Noel Wilfried
Nicodème
Philomise
Rosenie
Jeanne
Ilnard
James

Champin/Caracol
Carrefour Jésus
Jacquesil
Champin/Caracol
Jacquesil
Carrefour Jésus
Carrefour Jésus
Carrefour Jésus
Jacquesil
Champin/Caracol
Carrefour Jésus
Trou du Nord
Volant
Trou du Nord
Trou du Nord
Trou du Nord
Jacquesil
Volant
Trou du Nord
Champin/Caracol
Trou du Nord
Carrefour Jésus
Jacquesil
Champin/Caracol
Champin/Caracol
Volant
Volant
Volant
Carrefour Jésus
Trou du Nord
Trou du Nord
Trou du Nord
Volant
Carrefour Jésus
Trou du Nord
Champin/Caracol
Champin/Caracol
Champin/Caracol
Trou du Nord
Volant
Jacquesil

?
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
?
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
15 women, 2
unknown
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In Baseline/June
2016 list?
Yes
Yes
NO
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
?
NO
NO
Yes
NO
Yes
NO
NO
NO
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NO
?
Yes
NO
NO
NO
Yes
Yes
NO
Yes
Yes
Yes
NO
NO
Yes
Yes
NO
NO
?
Yes
22 yes, 3 unsure,
16 no

Annex 8 – Sample 2011 food security and lost harvest agreement (translated from
French)
(Signed on 19 September 2011)
Considering the agreement of 9 September 2011 between UTE, which has been delegated
powers for the construction and management of the CIP, and local officials and natural leaders of
Caracol and Trou du Nord;
Considering that UTE must undertake the process of payment of compensations for lost harvests
and food security in 2011 to each person affected by the project;
The agreement between:
(name and ID number of the farmer), living in (name of commune), occupying a piece of land
(area of land, e.g. 0.2 ha), located on the CIP area, Caracol commune;
And
Mr Michael de Landsheer, (ID number), living in Port Au Prince, Executive Director of UTE.
Article 1: this agreement constitutes a debt from UTE and a recognition by the occupant (farmer)
of the negotiated and validated elements of the agreement.
Article 2: UTE recognizes that the occupation of the CIP on the occupant’s land has resulted in
lost harvest and food insecurity for the occupant.
Article 3: UTE will compensate the occupant with:
- Loss harvest (sum);
- Food security (sum).
Article 4: UTE will deposit the money at the National Bank and will inform the occupant of the
date when it can withdraw the money.
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Annex 9 – Sample 2013 final compensation agreement (translated from Creole)
(signed on 3 October 2013)
Considering the agreement of 9 September 2011 between UTE, which has been delegated
powers for the construction and management of the CIP, and local officials and natural leaders of
Caracol and Trou du Nord, UTE must undertake the process of payment of final compensations,
calculated over five years, so that the farmer agrees to hand over his/her land for the construction
of the CIP, and is thus eligible for compensations according to the Engagement Act of 11
September 2013.
Between:
(name & ID number of the farmer), occupying a piece of land (area of land, e.g. 0.2 ha), located
on the CIP area, Caracol commune;
And
Mr Michael de Landsheer, (ID number), living in Port Au Prince, Executive Director of UTE.
Article 1: This agreement is a way for UTE to recognize its debt against the occupant (NB: the
farmer) and to recognize it accepts the negotiated and validated agreement.
Article 2: UTE recognizes that the decision to build CIP where people occupied and exploited
land created an economic loss for families, through the loss of the agricultural exploitations they
possessed.
Article 3: After paying 3 compensations for lost harvests and food security, UTE will now pay a
final compensation of (amount paid), as final compensation, based on the Engagement Act of 11
September 2013 between UTE and the Natural Leaders.
Article 4: UTE will deposit the money at the National Bank and will inform the occupant of the
date when it can withdraw the money.
Article 5: Through this agreement, the occupant recognizes, by receiving the final payment
mentioned in article 3:
- Abandon all its rights to its land located on the CIP land;
- Any claim by someone else on this land will not concern UTE:
- (S)He will not make any further claim on this piece of land after receiving the final
payment and will consider this agreement as final and definitive.
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Annex 10: Comparison of those identified by IDB and UTE as vulnerable 2011-20131
Name

Age at
time2
45
77
82
58
69

2020202Listed as vulnerable in 2011 but not in 2013

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Jean Claude Belony
Andre Cadeau
Rene Celestin
Odilot Daniel
Sylma Dugue
Manold Estime
Adrien Etienne
Arsenie Eugene
Rodeney Faustin
Eclesiaste Florvil
Almonor Gedeon
Harry Geffrard
Nesirus Georges
Vernio Georges
Moise Jacques
Alina Thelandieu Jean
Jonel Jean
Joseph Jean
Exilus Joasil
Osias Jocelyn
Jacques Joseph
Lucira Joseph Joseph
Mascien Lanot
Clodius Leffrand
Saint-Thomas Jean Louis
Tirene Louis
Mathias Mompremier
Bernady Moncher

30.
31.
32.
33.

Elius Orinvil
Pierre Charleus Paul
Roudly Paul

42
80

Jean Gilles Philomene Phenix

78

Monestime Cherisme
Mondesir

25
26 ?

Gender3

Final comp

Male

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

Cash
Cash

88
Male
82
76
46
59
58
83
81
80
63
78
39
49

Male
Female
Male

Cash
Cash
Cash

Male

Male

Cash

Male

Cash
Cash
Cash

Male

1

The 2013 list is a collation of those households listed in UTE Plan de compensation: Choix d’options
d’accompagnement par les personnes vulnerables and Cotisations a payer pour les agriculteurs délocalisés dans le
cadre du programme PIC. Both documents can be found in Annex 12.
2
Specific ages were found in the RAP (2011), Annex 11 or from compensation agreements. We have noted 65+ for
those who chose the pension plan as a compensation option, as we understand that this was a prerequisite criteria.
3
Gender information is taken from RAP (2011), Annex 11. This information is incomplete.
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Fernand Pierre
Jean Pierre
Pierre Gelus Pierre
Roland Pierre
Saint-Alma Jean Pierre
Previl Saint Previl
Aniel Prophete
Clairzilia Prosper
Alexie Sylvie
Mariesuze Zephirin
Jackson Augustin
Jean Baptiste Davilmas
Yvon Fonrose
Jean Pierre Charles Jean Gilles

Elia Joseph
Charles Level
Ristenor Pierre
Prospere Robert
Irania Alfred
Jules Aristide
Jean Augustin
Celestin Augustin
Colbert Augustin
Rosena Charles
Saint Louis Compere

Male
74
39
60
76
31

Male
Male
Male

Cash
Cash

Male

Cash

59
34

Female
Female
Male

78
65+
65+
87
75
60/62
77
67
65+

Male
Male
Male

Male

69

Jean-Delius Dervil Delord

Male
65+
41

Male

42

Male

59
66
65+
65+

Male

Female
68

65+
24

Male

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Vulnerable in 2013

Emile Edouard
Jeremie Francois
Jonas Jean
Farel Jean
Riviere Jean Simon
Emile Joachim
William Joseph
Arnold Larmour
Jacquenson Lazarre
Elisainte Louis
Mediguerre Louis
Joseph Mathieu
Yadmude Mettelus
Rose Marie Michel
Robert Otilus
Jean Baptiste Paul
Yvonne Paul
Vil Jacques Pierre
Louis Saint Fleur

Cash
Voucher
Pension
Pension
Pension
Pension
Pension
Voucher
Pension
Voucher
Voucher
Pension
Pension
Housing
Pension
Housing
Voucher
Voucher
Pension
Housing
Housing
Voucher
Housing
Voucher
Pension
Pension
Pension
Housing
Housing
Voucher
Voucher
Housing
Housing
Housing
Voucher
Pension

2011 and 2013

2011 and 2013

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Odiana Ysrael

Housing

36.

Annex 11 – Table of compensation (collated by the Kolektif and its partners)

See further Annex 11 spreadsheet, sent separately (confidential - not for publication)
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Annex 12 – Prior communication with IDB and UTE Management
Date
3 April
2016
(sent 15
April)
22-29
April
2016
Follow up

Sender(s)
Kolektif and
partner
organizations4

ActionAid
Haiti Director6

28 April
2016
Response

IDB (UTE
cc’d)

5 May
2016

---

15 May -3
June 2016
Follow up

ActionAid
Haiti Director

3 June
2016
Response

UTE

29 June
2016

4 July
2016

Kolektif and
partner
organizations
Kolektif and
partner
organizations

Subject

Recipient(s)

Requested information on
the compensation and
IDB and UTE
resettlement processes and
5
Directors
proposed to meet within two
weeks to discuss concerns.
Requested an answer as to
whether IDB and UTE were
IDB and UTE
able and willing to meet
Directors
with the Kolektif and its
partners.
Kolektif and Acknowledged receipt of 15
partner
April letter and proposed to
organizations meet on 5 May 2016.
Meeting between UTE,
IDB, Kolektif, ActionAid
--and AREDE. See Annexes 4
and 5.
Requested IDB and UTE
IDB and UTE honor their commitments to
Directors
provide detailed written
answers.
Provided written answers
and supporting documents,
Kolektif
but the answers were
inaccurate and incomplete.
Explained in detail the
inadequacies of the existing
compensation plan,
IDB and UTE
requested a new
Directors
compensation plan and
proposed to meet again on 8
July 2016.
S&H
Explained in detail the
Global/SAE-A inadequacies of the existing
Director9
compensation plan,

4

The partner organizations include ActionAid Haiti, AREDE, Je Nan Je, and Tet Kole.
Michael Landsheer and Gilles Damais, respectively.
6
Yolette Etienne.
7
See Annex 4 – Meeting notes.
8
See Annex 5 – Aide-Mémoire.
9
Addressed to Chris Kong, who was recently replaced by Min Zadok.
5
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Communication

Letter via courier
Emails, text
messages

Letter
In-person
meeting7
Emails, text
messages

Letter8

Letter via courier

Letter via courier

4-6 July
2016
Follow up

ActionAid
Haiti Director

IDB and UTE
Directors

6 July
2016
Response

IDB and UTE

Kolektif

7 July
2016
Follow up

Kolektif

SAE-A

Kolektif and
partner
organizations

UTE and IDB
Directors

26 July
2016
Response

UTE

ActionAid
Haiti Director

2 Sept.
2016
Response

Kolektif and
partner
organizations

UTE

10 July
2016

requested a new
compensation plan and
proposed to meet on 8 July.
As the 3 June documents
were insufficient, requested
IDB and UTE provide
adequate, complete answers
to the Kolektif's questions.
Refused to meet on 8 July.
Offered to meet only when
the evaluation conclusions
are finalized.
Inquired about previous
correspondence regarding
compensation issues and
proposed to meet again on 8
July.
Requested a meeting to
discuss compensation issues
and requested the Kolektif
be consulted in the
reevaluation of the
compensation plan.
Failed to respond to the
Kolektif’s specific concerns
and failed to provide any
details or timeline for
victims’ consultation and
participation in the socioeconomic evaluation.
Expressed disappointment
in UTE’s response and
reiterated request for
constructive engagement.
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Emails, text
messages

Letter

Email

Letters

Letter

Letter

Carrefour Jésus, Sunday 3rd April 2016
We, families from Chabert whose lands were taken by the government 5 years ago, want to
undertake a citizen audit of the resettlement and compensation process of the people
affected by Caracol’s industrial Park. As public documents do not contain all the information
required for our evaluation, we request further details on this process.
We are available to organize a meeting with BID and UTE to discuss these issues in detail
and are waiting for an answer from your side within 2 weeks after receipt of this request for
information.
Compensation calculation
•

We request details over the methods to calculate food security compensations, as
well as other immediate, transitional and long-term compensations.

•

We request explanation
compensations.

•

We request details over the specific measures undertaken to ensure that the rights
of the women affected by the industrial park were respected and that their living
conditions were maintained and reinforced.

for

the

lack

of

re-evaluation

of

2012

and

2013

Number of families affected by the Park and amount of compensations.
•

•

We request detailed lists of the number of affected families and the compensations
received by each family (immediate, transitional, long term; financial and other, such
as trainings), as well as copies of the compensation agreements, so we can evaluate
that each family was treated fairly
We request the successive lists of vulnerable people affected by the park, as well as
an explanation of the reasons why some families were no longer considered as
vulnerable.

Choice of the « cash for land » option
•

We request a detailed justification of the compliance with IDB’s operational policies
of the choice to abandon the “land for land” option in favour of the “cash for land”
option.

•

We request a justification for not trying to acquire other land, for example on several
small lots than the initial targeted area in Fond Blanc/Glaudine.

•

We request details over the consultation undertaken in 2013 to offer alternative
compensations other than “land for land”, in particular which options were proposed
to each family.

Consultation with natural leaders
•

Nous demandons que soit détaillé le processus d’identification des leaders naturels,
et dans quelle mesure ceux-ci furent amené-e-s à représenter les personnes
affectées par le projet, y compris pour la signature de l’Accord-Cadre le 9 septembre
2011 et du nouveau plan de compensation adopté en septembre 2013.
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•

We request details over the process to select the natural leaders, and how these
were led to represent families affected by the project, in particular to sign the
Frame-agreement of 9 September 2011 and the new compensation plan adopted in
September 2013.
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\9H,,?-"".
cDH/CHA/1027 t2016
Port-au-Prince, le 28 avril2016

Tet Ansam Peyizan Viktim Td Chabd
AREDE
ActionAid Haiti
Tet Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
Platfdm Je nan Je
En ses bureaux.-

Ref.: Votre courrier sur le suivi des
mesures de compensation
Caracol
Mesdames, messieurs,

Nous avons bien regu le 15 avril dernier votre courrier en objet dat6 du 3 avril de ce
mois. Nous tenons tout d'abord d vous f6liciter pour cette initiative visant d renforcer Ia
transparence dans laquelle cette op6ration d'indemnisation des familles affect6es par la
cr6ation du Parc lndustriel de Caracol a ete conduite par le Gouvernement d'Haiti avec
le support technique et financier de la BID et en totale conformit6 avec nos politiques de
sauvegarde environnementales et sociales
Pour donner suite d votre requ6te, nous avons le plaisir de vous inviter d une rencontre
de travail au local de l'Unit6 Technique d'Ex6cution du Ministere de l'Economie et des
Finances (UTE/MEF) ieudi 5 mai, a 10 h 00 am. Le local de I'UTE-MEF est situ6 au
num6ro 26 de la rue 3 d Pacot (tout pres de l'h6tel Prince).

Dans l'attente de votre confirmation, nous vous prions d'agr6er, Madame, Monsieur,
l'expression de nos sentiments les meilleurs.
Chef des Op6rations

t....

C.C : Michael De Landsheer, Directeur Ex6cutif UTE-MEF
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Banque Interam6ricaine De D6veloppement

|

389, Route de Bourdon

I

Port-au-Prlnce, Haiti

I www.iadb.org

Carrefour Jésus, Wednesday 29 June 2016

Gilles Damais
Directeur Exécutif
Banque Interaméricaine de Développement
389, Route de Bourdon
Port au Prince

We, victim families who lost the land we had cultivated in Chabert for decades to
make way for the Caracol Industrial Park, united in the Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè
Chabè.
After reviewing public documents on the compensation and rehabilitation plan that we
were subject to, and documents provided subsequently by UTE and IDB,
After evaluating ourselves the impacts of the loss of land on our living conditions,
We consider that the compensation and rehabilitation plan operated by UTE with
support from IDB has not fulfilled the obligations set by IDB's operational policies,
namely:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

avoid or minimize physical or economic displacement,
ensure meaningful consultation with and participation of communities in the
compensation and rehabilitation plan,
Regard resettlement as an opportunity for sustainable development
Define fair criteria for compensation
Provide fair compensation at replacement cost
Compensate the loss of customary rights
Provide economic opportunities for the displaced population
Provide an acceptable level of services
Meaningfully involve host populations in resettlement
Obtain accurate information that take vulnerable groups, especially women, in
consideration,
Include real resettlement costs in overall project costs
Establish independent monitoring and arbitration procedures

Today, the overwhelming majority of victims consider that their living conditions have
deteriorated due to the loss of their land and the abandonment of the "land for land"
option through access to quality and productive land equivalent to the land they
farmed in Chabert. We also find that the commitments made in the compensation plan
and orally have not been met. For these reasons, we ask UTE, IDB and SAE-A to reopen the compensation and rehabilitation plan and to ensure as soon as possible the
creation and implementation, as described in the attached document.
We ask that such requests are implemented in cooperation with the representatives
we have designated, namely the Committee of Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè, and
organizations that support our approach. We also ask that UTE, IDB and SAE-A - as a
signatory of the 2010 Memorandum of Understanding providing for the establishment
of the Industrial Park, and the park's main tenant - allocate necessary resources to
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implement these requests.
We are available to organize a meeting with SAE-A's management in Haiti, IDB and
UTE on Friday 8 July in Caracol to open discussions on those demands.

Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè
Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l’Environnement (AREDE)
ActionAid Haïti
Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
Platfòm Je Nan Je
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Fair compensation for victims of the Caracol Industrial Park
What the UTE and the IDB should have done for the 442 victims and their families

In January 2011, the Haitian government demarcated 246 hectares of land in Chabert, to
make way for the Industrial Park of Caracol, in partnership with the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), USAID and SAE-A, the company which would become the largest
investor and main tenant of the Park.
These state and private lands were then cultivated by 442 farmers 1 and their families,
representing approximately 3500 people2, who used this particularly fertile land to feed their
families and sell their products in local markets.
As the grabbing of their land was done without prior consultation or study, a Compensation
and Rehabilitation plan was hastily developed in the following months by the Executive
Technical Unit (UTE) and the IDB, in an attempt to meet IDB's operational policy on voluntary
resettlement. The Park's victims, organized as the Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè (called
hereafter the Kolektif), and their partners3, having studied in detail the compensation and
rehabilitation action plan, its implementation and its consequences, as well as documents sent
by UTE and IDB in June 20164,consider it did not comply with IDB's operational policy on
Involuntary Resettlement5, and request the development and implementation of a new
compensation plan that meets the objective of rehabilitating their livelihoods at a level at least
equal to the one they enjoyed before losing their land.
This briefing provides additional details of the flaws in the compensation and rehabilitation
process, with corresponding demands by the victims, under the following headings:
1) The compensation and rehabilitation process was developed without adequate
consultation and participation of the victims (page 2);
2) The living conditions of the majority of victim families are worse than prior to the
resettlement process (page 4); and
3) What a new action plan must provide to victims (page 5).

1

UTE and IDB initially identified 366 “People Affected by the Project” in their 2011 Social and Economic
Baseline and Compensation and Rehabilitation Action Plan. The November 2013 Environmental and Social Management
Report later referred to 382 affected families, while the November 2014 Environmental and Social Management Report
mentions 442 affected families. UTE and IDB confirmed the latter number during a meeting held on 5 May 2016
between the Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè, its partners, UTE and IDB. However, they only provided the initial list of
366 heads of households identified in 2011, despite their commitment to provide the list of all 442 heads of
households.
2
UTE and IDB did not provide details about the number of people affected. However their estimates refer to an
average of 8 people per family.
3
Accountability Counsel, ActionAid, AREDE (Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l'Environnement),
Platfòm Je Nan Je, and Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen.
4
Documents were sent 3 weeks after UTE and IDB had committed to send them within 8 days, during a
meeting on 5 May 2016 between the Kolektif, its partners, UTE and IDB.
5
Involuntary Resettlement in IDB Projects, Principles and Guidelines. Inter-American Development Bank,
November 1999. And Involuntary Resettlement, Operational Policy, and Background Paper. Inter-American
Development Bank, October 1998.
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1) The compensation and rehabilitation plan process was developed
without adequate consultation and participation of the victims.
The Chabert site was chosen from seven preferred and acceptable sites proposed in September
2010 by Koios Associates' study,6 and the land was demarcated by fencing between January 4
and 14 2011, without prior warning, and let alone consultation, of the victims and local
authorities. This delimitation was carried out in the absence of any prior environmental and
social impacts assessment or compensation plan, which constitutes a violation of IDBs
operational policies. Indeed, studies and consultations were carried out only after the site's
demarcation, too late to prevent harm: the mission to develop the Environmental and Social
Impacts Assessment (ESIA) 7 took place from 16 to 28 January 2011 and the study was
published in June 2011. The missions to develop the Social and Economic Baseline 8 and the
Compensation and Rehabilitation Action Plan9 only started in May 2011 and these documents
were finalized in August and September 2011. Substantive consultations with the victims only
started at the end of June 2011.
These consultations were largely inadequate for several reasons. First, they did not involve all
victims. Indeed, the baseline and the action plan mentioned 366 households affected by the
project, while the final counting lists 442 households affected by the project. 76 households
were thus neither identified nor consulted during the baseline and action plan drafting and
adoption process.
Furthermore, the consultation and negotiation to adopt the initial collective and individual
compensation agreements were undertaken through a non-representative structure. Indeed,
consultant team Erice AZ, in charge of developing the baseline and action plan, designated 41
"natural leaders" during two meetings held on 18 and 19 June 2011 in the presence of
respectively 58 and 76 people. These natural leaders were organized under the ALENAC
(Association des Leaders Naturels de Caracol) and entrusted the role to negotiate
compensation and rehabilitation measures in the name of the victims. But these natural
leaders - 19 of whom were not themselves affected, out of 41 - were not elected by the people
affected by the project, as is generally the case in Haiti when creating community
organizations. They were appointed by Erice SA based on Erice’s subjective criteria and limited
consultations. The meetings held on June 18 and 19 were totally insufficient to appoint people
tasked to represent the victims in such crucial negotiations. The process should have ensured
that all affected people were consulted and given the possibility to designate, if possible by a
vote, representatives amongst them, who would thus have been clearly and appropriately
authorized to represent them.
Moreover, as already mentioned, the preparation of documentation and negotiation with the
natural leaders were carried out on the basis of insufficient information. IDB itself noted that
the information contained in the ESIA was insufficient.10 The baseline and action plan were
developed and finalized in an inappropriately short time, resulting in an insufficient number of
collective and individual interviews and consultations that were not extensive or detailed
enough. The lack of identification of 76 affected households - nearly 20% of the people
affected by the project - during the validation of the initial compensation agreements, shows
that the information about the affected population was limited. The limited information that
was available was not shared with victims in an appropriate format: project information and
compensation agreements were not available in Creole, the primary language of the vast
6

Koios Associates, Final Report: Development of the Industrial Park Model to Improve Trade Opportunities for
Haiti – HA-T1074-SN2 (20 September 2010), pages 56-57.
7
Etude des impacts environnementaux et sociaux, Koios Associates, June 2011.

8
9

Ligne de base socioéconomique, Erice AZ, August 2011.

Plan d'action pour la compensation et le rétablissement des moyens d'existence des personnes affectées,
Erice AZ, September 2011.
10
Environmental and Social Management Report, Interamerican Development Bank, November 2013.
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majority of the victims, and explanations seemed insufficient for a population with a low
education level.11 Due to this lack of information, victims were not adequately informed about
the content and the potential consequences of the compensation plan.
=> The victim families, now organized in the Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè coordinated by
an elected committee, consider that the compensation and rehabilitation action plan were
developed on the basis of inadequate information and consultations and in violation of IDB's
operational policies. They therefore ask that a new compensation and rehabilitation plan is
discussed and adopted in cooperation with the Kolektif's representatives, as well as the
organizations that support its approach. They also request that UTE, IDB and SAE-A - as a
signatory of the 2010 Memorandum of Understanding providing for the establishment of the
Industrial Park, and the main tenant of the industrial park - allocate the necessary resources to
implement these demands.

11

The baseline stressed that only 17,1% heads of household had a degree over the primary cycle, and that
33.3% of them were considered illiterate. Ligne de base socioéconomique, Erice AZ, August 2011, p.18.
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2. The living conditions of the majority of victim families are worse
than prior to the resettlement process
The action plan states that 365 of 366 heads of households affected by the project chose the
"land for land" option in 2011. This option was abandoned in 2013 in favor of financial
compensations due to UTE's and IDB's inability to develop an area of land with equivalent
yields for all families (see pages 5 and 6), except for 35 households considered especially
vulnerable by UTE and IDB in 2013. The latter were asked to choose between access to land or
to housing they could rent, if they were under 65 years old. The most vulnerable people over
65 years old were given access to a state pension plan.
The ESIA stated that "the ground of the chosen site is the most fertile in the whole area, even
in dry periods. It is also the source of income for many occupants who have no other activity
than cultivating this land. Entire families depend on these plots to feed their children and pay
school fees, health care costs and reimburse debts. (...) Culturally, some families have
occupied this land for several generations. These occupants have developed natural ties with
the land, some nutrition habits. Almost every day and all year long, they draw leaves or
vegetables that contribute to their diet. This is also where they have developed their vegetable
garden in the shade of cash crops and others. (...) The site fencing has caused significant
damage to some gardens where crops were close to the fence".12
Since then, the living conditions of the majority of victim families have deteriorated due to the
loss of their land and the lack of fair and adequate compensation and rehabilitation. As part of
its citizen evaluation of the action plan, the Kolektif conducted in-depth interviews with a
sample of 58 victims (13% of heads of households). These interviews showed that:
- the vast majority (54 out of 58) is now in an unstable economic situation, with most (48 out
of 58) being forced to incur debts regularly.
- 46 out of 58 of them reported being in a worse situation than before they lost their land, 11
said their situation is neither better nor worse, and only one said to be in a better situation.
- 4 of them said they had not received all the compensation reported in the compensation
agreements, and 2 said they have received no compensation at all.
- the children of several victims (8, ie 14% of the families interviewed) migrated to the
Dominican Republic for lack of economic opportunities.
- none of the 58 victims interviewed had access to the trainings mentioned in the action plan,
and only one of them said that a family member received a training.
- they mainly used their financial compensation for immediate and unavoidable expenses that
they previously paid with the cash they obtained from their land, as explained in the ESIA:
food (mentioned by 49 out of 58), school fees (47/58), debt repayment (37/58). Some used
compensations to make improvements to their homes (10/58), to create or improve their small
businesses (10/58), to lease lower quality alternative land (6/58).
- for a majority, their revenues today come from agricultural activity (growing crops or
livestock) on lower quality land they lease or that they owned in other areas, or as agricultural
workers (32/58). Eleven generate revenues by selling coal, 10 through small businesses, 5 by
harvesting salt, 3 as masons, 3 as fisherfolks (some households report income from more than
one of these sources). Six report having no source of revenues. It is worth noting that, as
many people in the area, several respondants cumulate more than 1 economic activity to
generate revenues.
The economic and social situation of each victim family is unique, and even though some of
them were able to recover some income thanks to their skills or other land or economic assets,
for the vast majority of them the financial compensations has not allowed them to recover to a
level of existence equivalent to that which was theirs before the loss of their land. This impact
was already foreseen by the ESIA, but the action plan's measures were insufficient to restore
the livelihoods of the Park's victims.
12

Etude des impacts environnementaux et sociaux, Koios Associates, June 2011, p.177.
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3. What a new action plan must provide to victims
i) Fair financial compensation
First of all, compensation for lost harvests was calculated based on an estimate of the average
net margin per hectare, set at US$1,450 per hectare. It was therefore not based on the actual
production of each plot of land, but on an estimate of the overall production of the zone.
However the Baseline emphasized that net margins per hectare on 72 irrigated hectares (30%
of land) were in the range of $3,118.75 per hectare per year. 13 Lost harvest compensation
must be increased to fairly compensate for the actual lost production of each family.
In addition, food security compensation paid in 2011, 2012 and 2013, which amounted to
3,200 gourdes (about $80) per person per year, was largely insufficient. The amount of 3,200
gourdes, which corresponds to 8.77 gourdes ($0.22) per person per day, was determined
arbitrarily by allocating a sum of $246,000 (or $1,000 per hectare) for all families and then
dividing this sum by the number of families estimated at the time (382) and an estimate of the
average number of people per family (8). This amount is not based on a proper assessment of
families food security needs, nor on the cost of food, which has increased dramatically since
the land was taken.
According to the National Council for Food Security (CNSA) 14, the nominal cost of a food basket
granting 1870 kilocalories per day to a person was 907.9 gourdes ($22.70) per month in
January 2011, i.e. 10 895 gourdes ($272.37) per year. To actually meet the food security
needs of the victims' families, the compensation plan should have provided compensations of
about 10,800 gourdes ($270) per person per year in 2011, considering the nominal cost of the
food basket averaged 900 gourdes per month.
The compensation plan did not take into account inflation in the calculation of the immediate
and final compensation paid in 2012 and 2013. Inflation rose to 8.4% in 2011, and 6.3% in
2012.15 Moreover, market prices of the crops that victims were producing in Chabert
underwent a substantial increase in the same period. The price of the pound of blacks rose
from 25 gourdes in January 2011 to 50 gourdes in January 2013 in Cap Haïtien markets, a
100% increase (and 60% in Ouanaminthe).16 The victims , had they continued on cultivating
their lands in 2012 and 2013 (and in the following years), would have sold their produce at
higher prices. This loss of potential revenues was not taken into account by revaluing the
compensation for 2012 and 2013. This inflation was not taken correctly into account when
calculating the final compensation awarded under the 2013 agreement, which has proved
inadequate to secure for the victims' replacement land of an equivalent quality that can
produce equivalent food security and income.
=> The Kolektif therefore requests that all financial compensation be reassessed by the end of
August 2016 taking into account the real cost of the loss of land, based in particular on:
- the specificities (irrigation, crops) of victims' plots of land,
- the cost of loss harvests, based on the market prices of the crops that victims cultivated,
- the cost of food security in the area,
- the cost of land transactions in the area,
- inflation,
- the specific needs of each family,
- the cumulative environmental and social impacts of the Industrial Park,
13
14
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Bulletin # 1: Le panier alimentaire en Haïti, Publication Juin 2012, Conseil National pour la Sécurité
Alimentaire et Ministère de l'Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural.
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Inflation. International Monetary Fund Statistics.
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- delays accumulated before obtaining fair compensation.
ii) Create a compensation verification and complaint mechanism
As noted above, several heads of victim households said during interviews with the Kolektif
that they have not received the full amount of compensation provided for in the compensation
agreements they signed. They do not have the opportunity to claim their rights through an
independent entity for complaints resolution, as initially announced in the Action Plan.17
Moreover, insofar as the count of the number of affected households provided by the project
documents frequently changed (from 366 in the action plan to 442 in the Environmental and
Social Management Report November 2014),18 it is important to inform all families about their
rights and the possibility to enforce them through the creation of such a structure. Indeed, UTE
and IDB failed to provide the detailed list of compensations distributed to each of the 442
households, despite demands from the Kolektif. Without such list, it is not possible to ensure
that each household received the full compensations mentioned in the compensations
agreements for 2011, 2012 and 2013, depending on victim's land area and family members.
=> The Kolektif requests the creation, by the end of August 2016, of an independent body in
charge of checking that each victim received the full financial compensations they were and
will be entitled to and of solving the complaints of victims who have not received them, in a
fair and transparent manner consistent with best practice for such mechanisms. The Kolektif
should be consulted and given the opportunity to participate during the development of this
mechanism, and all victims should be informed about its creation and about the procedures
and conditions to process complaints. This process must supplement – but not replace – the
reconsideration of the compensation plan requested above.

iii) Revise the vulnerable people criteria and list
In 2011, a list of 51 head of households considered as most vulnerable, including 5 women,
was established according to criteria explained in the action plan 19. In 2013, a new list was set
up, reducing the number of vulnerable head of households to 35, including 9 women. Only 6
victims, including 5 over 65 years old, that were listed as vulnerable in 2011 were included in
the 2013 list. In particular, of the 16 people over 75 years old listed in 2011, only 4 were
included in the 2013 list and are benefitting from a state pension.
In addition, contrary to what UTE and IDB claimed when the Kolektif asked them how women's
specific conditions were taken into account20, not all women heads of household were included
in the vulnerable people list. Indeed, the baseline had listed 32 women head of households out
of 366 households (76 households had not been accounted for) 21. However the vulnerable
households list established in 2011 only accounted for 4 women, including one over 75 years
old, and the 2013 list only accounted for 8 women, including 3 over 65 years old 22. UTE and
IDB's claim is thus not correct.
Despite demands from the Kolektif, UTE and IDB did not provide a clear list of the criteria used
to set the 2013 list. One meeting report provided by UTE and IDB in June 2016 23 refers to
criteria showing that vulnerable heads of households were “owning less than 1 hectare” and
17
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earning less than 8.000 Gourdes ($200) per month, or were over 65 years old. However,
interviews conducted by the Kolektif with 58 victims in May 2016 imply that the number of
heads of households who correspond to these criteria is higher than the 35 household
considered as most vulnerable by UTE and IDB in 2013.
=> The Kolektif considers that the inconsistencies between the claims of UTE and IDB, the
2011 and 2013 lists and the criteria call for a transparent revision of the vulnerability criteria
and their use to identify vulnerable people by the end of August 2016.

iv) Provide fair non-financial compensation to rehabilitate livelihoods.
As stated by the families and the majority of local stakeholders interviewed during the
Kolektif's citizen evaluation, and as shown by the deterioration of families' living conditions,
financial compensation only was not sufficient to ensure sustainable livelihoods. The Kolektif
considers that fair compensation must be based on a genuine choice between options that
effectively provide victims with sustainable livelihoods.
First, it should be noted that 365 of 366 households in 2011 had chosen the "land for land".
This option was abandoned in 2013 by the UTE and the IDB, due to their inability to develop
an area of land with equivalent yields for all families. UTE and IDB were not able to provide
clear public explanation or documents about this decision, despite demands from the Kolektif.
The Environmental and Social Management Report of 2013 mention “strong opposition from
stakeholders who claimed to be using the area that had originally been identified for the landfor-land resettlement in Fond Blanc/Glaudine”24 and that “the Association of Small Farmers of
the North East threatened the affected families, and claimed that they were using the land for
agriculture and grazing”.25 The memo sent by UTE and IDB after receiving the Kolektif's
request for information mentions “field difficulties”26 and the report sent in Annex to the memo
mentions “the lack of willingness of the squatters from Association of Small Farmers of the
North East”27. The choice to abandon the “land for land” option and these accusations should
have been recorded and discussed in detail with all victims, and alternative land compensation
should have been fully investigated, before any “land for land” option was abandoned.
The Environmental and Social Management Report of 2013 claims that “the majority of the
beneficiaries expressed a preference for cash compensation”.28 However, despite requests from
the Kolektif, UTE and IDB failed to provide documents on the consultations which led victims to
express their preference between the “land for land” and the “cash for land” options. By
contrast, individual interviews carried out by the Kolektif with 58 victims show that 20 (34%)
said they were still in favor of the “land for land” option in 2013.
If the choice to abandon the "land for land" option was eventually accepted by the ALENAC and
victims at the time, it is important to note that:
- the availability of alternative land should have been fully investigated and confirmed before
the Action Plan and the delimitation of the area were finalized in 2011. The failure to do so is a
violation of the IBD’s Resettlement Policy and eventually caused affected families irreparable
harm;
- the Association of Small Farmers of the North East claims, against UTE and IDB's
declarations, that there was no conflict between communities and that they were willing to
24
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share their land with the Park's victims on the basis of the Engagement Act signed between
UTE and the Association of Small Farmers of the North East on 23 August 2013. However,
negotiations failed to reach this objective due to disagreements between both sides on the
process and the way the rights of Chabert and Fond Blanc/Glaudine informal land users would
be respected, as well as time and financial constraints on the side of UTE. Had IDB and UTE
allocated a sufficient budget and sufficient time for the relocation phase, the initial choice of
the wide majority of victims in favor of the "land for land" option would have been respected;
- negotiations, as in 2011, were conducted with the ALENAC, a structure that was not
legitimate to represent the victims;
- the choice of the "cash for land" option was thus only accepted at the time by some of the
victims because they felt that there was no other option, which was not a free, prior and
informed choice;
- UTE and IDB could have conducted an ambitious “vouchers” program to acquire land on
several parcels or housing for victims to obtain a regular rental income, as they proposed to
the 21 vulnerable households under 65.
=> The Koletif therefore requests that, in a new compensation and rehabilitation phase,
victims are offered by the end of the year 2016 the choice between access to land via a
“voucher” system, access to housing for regular rental income, or adequate financial
compensation taking into account the real cost of replacement land.
As explained above, the Kolektif, after consulting its members, believes that affected
households should be offered additional non-financial compensation able of restoring their
livelihoods, and supported in their choice and its implementation, to ensure that the
rehabilitation of their livelihoods is sustainable.
It is in particular important to underline that, from the list of trainings beneficiaries provided by
UTE and IDB29, only 7 affected heads of households (ie less than 2%) benefitted from the
trainings that INFP (Institut National de Formation Professionnelle) gave to 210 people. Of the
58 heads of victim families interviewed by the Kolektif, none had received training and only
one had had a sibling benefitting from a training. It thus seems that the trainings were not to
compensate the loss of land or rehabilitate livelihoods, but to provide “human resources (...)
necessary for qualified manpower in the short and medium terms” 30 in the Industrial Park,
without any priority given to the victim families. The lack of transitional livelihoods support
(including training) is in breach of the Resettlement Action Plan and the requirements of the
IBD’s Resettlement Policy.
=> After many consultations with community based organizations, local authorities and
decentralized services in the area, the Kolektif therefore request that an individual and
collective development plan is proposed to the affected households before the end of the year
2016, with a view to ensuring the sustainability of livelihoods' rehabilitation, through:
- Individual support for each family
Whether victims choose vouchers, housing or financial compensation, they must be supported
through an individualized support plan that includes the strengthening and monitoring of each
family's economic activities (farming, livestock, fisheries, processing, salt harvesting,
reforestation, sewing, masonry, etc). Such individualized support would involve identifying
opportunities and factors that generate revenue through such activities, with appropriate
technical and management trainings provided by relevant organizations and institutions. FAES
(the Fund for Economic and Social Assistance) has, for example, provided this type of support
in similar cases. This support would be undertaken in collaboration with relevant community
29
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based organizations (including farmers and fishermen organizations, economic development)
and local institutions (FAES, CASEC).
- Supporting relevant local organizations
To ensure coherence between these individual projects and adequate support from local
organizations, the Kolektif also considers the individual support should include strengthening of
community based organizations in which the victims are members, and on support to their
projects.
- Supporting the creation of a collective structure to manage compensation funds
Moreover, the Kolektif considers it is necessary to support the creation of a collective structure
to manage compensation funds, through savings and credit mechanisms capable of sustainably
supporting the victims' activities (including financial evaluation, coaching, training, planning).
- Genuinely taking women's rights and specific needs into account
Project documents, including the compensation plan, and their implementation did not take
into proper account the specific conditions of female head of families and female members of
the victims' families. In particular, the compensation plan largely targeted the heads of
affected families.In addition, UTE and IDB were not able to report a systematic analysis and
acknowledgement of specific risks or impacts for women, nor of any work plan to address
these conditions.
The Kolektif therefore requests that the rights and specific needs of women victims and women
of the victims' families are genuinely taken into account, through an ambitious and detailed
plan, as part of this individual and collective development plan. In addition, women victims and
members of victim families should be involved in the plan's design, which was not the case
with the initial action plan, as only 7 women victims (and 10 women who were not victims)
were involved in the natural leaders association.

v) Support to victims' families' education projects
Finally, due to delays in the implementation of a fair compensation and rehabilitation plan, the
Kolektif considers it is necessary to support the children of affected households in their
educational projects. Indeed, the decline in family incomes since the loss of their lands, and
the anticipated time to implement a new compensation plan, have prevented many families
from sufficiently financing their children's education. The sustainability of long-term living
conditions for families and communities neighboring the Industrial Park is however based on
increasing the level of education of these children.
=> The Kolektif therefore requests specific support from State services to victims' children's
educational projects for children by the end of the year 2016, to improve their education
through specific trainings or access to higher education.
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Annex: summary of the in-depth interviews conducted by the Kolektif
with a sample of 58 victims from 11 to 13 May 2016
1. Household description
How many people live in your house?
Between 4 and 22, with an average of 9.4 people.
Did some people move from your house after you lost your land?
8 victims mentioned that one or several of their children moved to Dominican Republic for lack
of economic opportunities in the area.
Do you live in the same house as you lived in before?
10 said they either moved to a new house or improved their house.
If not, would you describe your current housing situation as better, unchanged or worse?
6 said their housing situation is better, 4 said it is worse.
Do you own or rent your house?
53 own their house, 5 rent it, 1 occupies it for free.
2. Economic situation
Are you satisfied with your living conditions, very satisfied or not satisfied?
54 said they are not satisfied, 3 said they are satisfied.
How are you dealing with money?
1. Saving a lot of money, 2. Saving a bit of money, 3. We barely manage to satisfy our needs,
4. We're using our savings 5. We have to make debts
48 said they have to make debts, 18 said they barely manage to satisfy their needs (some
saying answering both the former and latter), 2 said they are using their savings.
Are your revenues stable or not?
54 said their revenues are not stable, 3 said they are somewhat stable, 1 said they are stable.
Do you consider your economic situation better, worse or unchanged since you lost your land?
46 said “worse”, 11 said “unchanged”, 1 said “better”.
Do you have other land? Did you own/rent it before you lost your land in Chabert?
21 said yes, some specifying that they rent that land. 6 said they bought or started renting it
after they lost their land in Chabert.
What is your main job?
23 cultivate land or have cattle, as land owners, land renters or agricultural workers. 10 own a
small business, 5 burn wood to sell coal, 3 are fisherfolks, 1 works for the Industrial Park, 1
rents his house, 1 is a plumber, 1 harvests and sells salt, 1 does small services, 1 carves
stones, 1 works as a health agent, 1 is a teacher, 1 is a driver, 1 sows clothes.
Do you have another activity to generate revenues?
9 cultivate land or have cattle, as land owners, land renters or agricultural workers. 6 burn
wood to sell coal, 5 harvests and sells salt, 3 are masons, 1 is a worker, 1 has a small business
to sell bananas
Do other members of your households have activities to generate revenues?
28 report that their wife, husband or children have other activities: 15 own small businesses, 3
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work for the industrial park, 2 burn wood to sell coal, 3 cultivate land, 1 works for the
government, 1 is a fisherfolk, 1 is a driver, 1 is a craftsman, 1 sows clothes.

3. Compensations
Did BID or UTE give you or a member of your family a training?
57 said no, 1 said his son had a masonry training, which successfully helped him find masonry
jobs.
Did you receive all the compensations that were promised in 2011, 2012, 2013?
4 said they had not received all the compensation reported in the compensation agreements,
and 2 said they have received no compensation at all.
How did you use the money?
49 for food, 47 for school fees, 37 to pay debts, 10 used compensations to make
improvements to their homes, 10 to create or improve small businesses, 6 to lease lower
quality alternative land.
In 2013, did you opt for the “land for land” or “cash for land” options?
20 said they wanted land, 37 said they wanted cash.
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Carrefour Jésus, le mercredi 29 juin 2016

Chris Kong
Président
S&H Global - SAE-A
Parc Industriel de Caracol
Cap-Haitien

On September 20, 2010, you signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the
Ministry of Economy and Finance of Haiti, the International Finance Corporation, the
Inter-American Development Bank and the United States Department of State to
develop « a globally competitive industrial park and associated manufacturing
operations in Haiti ». This MOU led to the development of the Caracol Industrial Park
(CIP) in the North-Eastern Department of Haiti, of which you are the main tenant and
investor.
We are the victim families who lost the land we had cultivated in Chabert for decades
to make way for this Industrial Park. We have united in the Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè
Chabè and have reviewed public documents on the compensation and rehabilitation
plan that we were subject to, and documents provided subsequently by UTE and IDB.
We have evaluated ourselves the impacts of the loss of land on our living conditions,
and we consider that the compensation and rehabilitation plan operated by UTE with
support from IDB has not fulfilled the objectives set by IDB's operational policies.
SAE-A played a significant role in driving the development of the CIP and has thus
contributed to the adverse impacts caused by the construction of the CIP. According
to the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, SAE-A should :
• Have a policy commitment to respect human rights (Chapter IV (Human
Rights), §4).
• Have carried out risk-based due diligence to identify, prevent and mitigate
potential adverse human rights and environmental impacts to which it risked
contributing, and account for how these risks and impacts were addressed
(Chapter II (General Policies) §10 and Chapter IV (Human Rights), §5).
• Have avoided contributing to adverse human rights and environmental impacts
and addressed any such impacts that nevertheless did occur. “Addressing”
impacts in this case includes ceasing its own contribution to the impact,
mitigating any further impacts, and actively providing remediation through
legitimate processes, by itself or in cooperation with other actors (Chapter II
(General Policies) §11 and Chapter IV (Human Rights), §2 and §6).
• Have engaged with relevant stakeholders (including those displaced and
otherwise impacted by the CIP) in order to provide meaningful opportunities for
their views to be taken into account in relation to planning and decision making
for projects or other activities that may significantly impact local communities
(Chapter II (General Policies) §14).
We thus ask you to work with UTE and IDB to re-open the compensation and
rehabilitation plan and to ensure that the demands set in the attached document are
met as soon as possible. We ask that these demands are implemented in collaboration
with the representatives we have appointed, ie the Coordination Committee of the
Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè, and organizations that support our approach. We
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also ask that UTE, IDB and SAE-A allocate sufficient funds for this process.
We are available to organize a meeting with SAE-A's management in Haiti, IDB and
UTE on Friday 8 July in Caracol to open discussions on those demands.

Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè
Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l’Environnement (AREDE)
ActionAid Haïti
Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
Platfòm Je Nan Je
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Carrefour Jésus, le dimanche 10 juillet 2016

Michaël De Landsheer
Directeur Exécutif
Unité Technique d’Exécution (UTE)
26, Rue 3, Pacot
Port au Prince

Nous, familles victimes ayant perdu les terres que nous occupions à Chabert au
profit du Parc Industriel de Caracol, réunies dans le Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè
Chabè.
Accusons réception de votre correspondance datée du 6 juillet, par laquelle vous
nous signifiez votre refus de nous rencontrer pour discuter de nos demandes tant
que l'évaluation de la mise en oeuvre et de l'impact du Plan d'action pour la
compensation et le rétablissement des moyens d'existence des personnes affectées.
Nous nous réjouissons que cette évaluation soit sur le point de démarrer, mais
notons que:
• Contrairement à ce que vous indiquez, cette évaluation n'est pas conduite en
conformité avec ledit Plan, puisque celui-ci prévoyait que l'évaluation soit
conduite en deux fois, l'une de mi-parcours après le 16ème mois (soit janvier
2013) du programme et l'autre au 30ème mois (soit mars 2014). Nous vous
prions donc d'expliquer les raisons de ces délais.
• Contrairement à ce que vous indiquez, des équipes d'enquêteurs employés
par la BID ont déjà démarré une série d'enquêtes auprès des familles
victimes, sans information préalable auprès du Komité élu par le Kolektif des
familles victimes. Nous vous prions de nous fournir des informations
détaillées sur ce processus.
• En l'absence de collaboration avec le Kolektif, qui représente légitimement
les familles victimes, cette évaluation risque de répéter les mêmes erreurs
que le processus de déplacement initial, que nous avons pointées dans notre
lettre de demandes. Nous vous demandons donc, avant que cette évaluation
ne démarre:
• De nous rencontrer au plus vite afin de discuter des modalités de la
conduite de cette étude;
• De nous fournir au préalable une copie des termes de références de
l'évaluation, et l'engagement que nos remarques sur ces termes de
références seront prises en compte, y compris concernant les personnes
ressources que le consultant externe devra rencontrer;
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•

•
•

De vous engager à impliquer le Kolektif au cours de ce processus
d'évaluation, y compris dans la relecture des versions successives et des
recommandations;
De vous engager à ce que cette évaluation prenne en compte l'évaluation
citoyenne effectuée par le Kolektif;
De prendre des engagements clairs et précis concernant le calendrier de
l'évaluation et des consultations afférentes avec le Kolektif.

Le Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè considère le Komite qu'il a élu comme le
représentant légitime pour régler les nombreux problèmes rencontrés depuis
plusieurs années dans l'élaboration et la mise en œuvre du Plan d'action pour la
compensation et le rétablissement des moyens d'existence des personnes affectées.
Nous demandons une fois de plus à l'UTE et à la BID de rencontrer au plus vite ses
représentantes et représentants, ainsi que les organisations qui soutiennent sa
démarche, pour discuter de ses demandes et du processus d'évaluation.
Nous vous prions d'agréer, Monsieur, l'expression de nos salutations distinguées.
Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè
Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l’Environnement (AREDE)
ActionAid Haïti
Asosyasyon Mouvman Peyizan Gran Basen
Asosyasyon Peyizan Glodin
Coopérative Petits Planteurs du Nord Est (CPPNE)
Mouvman Peyizan Agrikol Gran Basen
Mouvman Peyizan Nasyonal Kongrè Papay
Organizasyon Fanm Vanyan Pilèt
Organizasyon Peyizan Kooperativ Wanament
Platfòm Je Nan Je
Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
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Unite Technique d'Execution
Minister? (le t'Economie ef rfes Finances

N° UTE/GEN/07-16/13059

Port-au-Prince, le 26 juiUet 2016

Madame Yolette ETIENNE
Directrice
Action Aid-Haiti
En ses bureaux. Ref. : Programme d'Infrastructure Productive —
Financement non remboursable 2779/GR-HA
Ob jet: Mise en ceuvre du Plan d'action de
compensation des personnes affectees par le PIC

Madame la Directrice,
J'accuse reception de la correspondance en date du 10 juillet 2016 signee par Action Aid, en reponse a
1'incapacite de 1'UTE d'honorer 1'invitation a une reunion a Caracol le 8 juillet 2016.
A la lecture des points souleves dans ladite correspondance, je m'empresse de vous apporter les precisions
suivantes :
1. La mise en oeuvre du Plan d'action pour le retablissement des moyens d'existence des personnes
affectees par le projet (PAP) se poursuit, du fait du non epuisement a date de 1'option logement.
L'evaluation dudit plan doit porter sur 1'ensemble de ses composantes.
2. Plusieurs enquetes sont effectivement en cours dans la zone de Caracol, mais sans relation avec
1'evaluation du plan de restauration des moyens d'existence des PAP. Elles concernent:
•

•

Etablissement d'une ligne de base pour I'utilisation des ressources naturelles et 1'analyse de k
situation socio-economique dans Take de la Baie de Caracol. Le consortium BRli-FTU-EHC est
en charge de mener cette consultation.
Etude de reference pour 1'evaluation de l"irnpact des projets du PIC (consortium
WSP/GENINOV).

3. L'evaluation de 1'impact de la mise en oeuvre du plan en objet se fera sur une base participative, ce qui
implique la consultation des PAP, en priorite, ainsi que de toutes autres parties prenantes intervenant
dans la zone : ONG, organisations locales, etc.
Par ailleurs, je note que la correspondance du 10 juillet 2016 n'est signee d'aucun membre de families
pretendument victimes et qu'elle comporte une liste d'associations dont certaines sont tres eloignees de la
zone du PIC et dont d'autres avaient sape les efforts consentis par 1'UTE pour la reinstallation des PAP a
Fond Blanc.

26, rue 3, Pacot
Tel.: 28 13 02 90 / 29 41 02 90
E-mail: ute_mef@ute.gouv.ht
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Unite Technique d'Execution
Ministere cle I'Economfe ef des Finances

Soyez assuree, Madame la Directrice, que tous les concerne(e)s seront consulte(e)s sous une forme ou une
autre lors de la conduite de 1'evaluation.
Je vous prie d'agreer, Madame la Directrice, mes salutations distinguees.

chai

ANDSHEER
Dir cteur Executif

AC/ls

C.C. : Monsieur Yves Romain BASTIEN, Ministre de I'Economie et des Finances

26, rue 3, Pacot
Tel.: 28 1 3 0 2 9 0 / 2 9 4 1 0290
E-mail: ute_mef@ute.gouv.ht
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Carrefour Jésus, le vendredi 2 septembre 2016

Michaël De Landsheer
Directeur Exécutif
Unité Technique d’Exécution(UTE)
26, Rue 3, Pacot
Port-au-Prince

Nous, familles victimes ayant perdu les terres que nous occupions à Chabert au profit du Parc Industriel
de Caracol, réunies dans le Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè.
Nous sommes désappointés que l’UTE a choisi de ne pas faire suite à notre demande concernant la
consultation et la participation des victimes dans l’évaluation autour des impacts causés par le
déplacement des personnes vivant sur les terres de Chabert. Compte tenu des diffcultés liées au
processus de déplacement jusqu’à date, il est important d’obtenir des engagements clairs et spécifiques
de la part de l’UTE que nos points de vue et les informations que nous avons collectées seront prises en
compte.
Nous profitons de l’occasion pour répondre à votre insinuation inappropriée que notre lettre datée du
10 juillet 2016 n’était pas signée par les victimes mais plutôt par “une liste d'associations dont certaines
sont tres éloignées de la zone du PIC et dont d'autres avaient sapé les efforts consentis par l'UTE pour la
réinstallation des PAP à Fond Blanc.” La lettre était clairement signée par le Kolektif. Le Kolektif est en
effet formé entièrement de familles victimes: parmi lesquelles 210 ont signé la lettre originale envoyée
envoyée au Directeur de l’UTE Michaël De Landsheer le 15 avril 2016. Le Kolektif a autorisé un comité de
8 membres pour engager les discussions avec l’UTE, la BID et Sae-A-Management. Le Kolektif a
demandé le support et travaille de manière serrée avec des organisations locales, nationales et
internationales pour s’assurer que leur voix soit entendue. Ces organisations ont donc signé la lettre en
solidarité avec le Kolektif. La lettre est une expression et une preuve authentique de nos demandes en
tant que victimes.
Nous demeurons toujours disponible et ouvert pour travailler de manière constructive avec l’UTE et la
BID pour garantir un processus d’évaluation rigoureux et transparent dans lequel les victimes peuvent
avoir confiance. Nous espérons que vous allez reconsidérer votre décision et engager avec les demandes
spécifiques de consultation et de participation mentionnées dans notre lettre précédente.
Espérant recevoir une suite favorable à la présente, nous vous prions de recevoir, Monsieur le
Directeur, nos meilleures salutations.
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ActionAid Haiti
Kolektif Peyizan Viktim Tè Chabè (KPVTC)
Action pour la Reforestation et la Défense de l’Environnement (AREDE)
Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen
Platfòm Je Nan Je
N.B. Les copies électroniques peuvent être envoyées à AREDE: milocastin@yahoo.fr et à ActionAid:
Yolette.etienne@actionaid.org
Les versions dures peuvent être adressées au bureau de ActionAid: Delmas 75, Rue Grandoit#3.
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Annex 13 – Relevant documents provided by UTE on 3 June 2016
•

•

•
•
•

Alix Innocent, Chargé de Coordination du PAR Rapport: Rencontre de Discussions Pour
La Mise En Oeuvre d’un Cadre de Négociation entre L’UTE et Les Agriculteurs de
Chabert (19 Aug. 2013)
INFP Rapport d'exécution du Programme de formation professionnelle lié à
l'implantation du Parc Industriel de Caracol (Oct. 2012)
o Annex: Formation UTE/INFP (Caracol) Liste des participants (x4)
UTE Plan de compensation: Choix d’options d’accompagnement par les personnes
vulnerables
UTE Cotisations a payer pour les agriculteurs délocalisés dans le cadre du programme
PIC
UTE Liste des personnes compensées définitivement (Compensation monétaire) +
Montants définitifs payés
This is not a complete list of information received. Additional information is available on
request.
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43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

JEAN

EDOUARD

DELO RD

COMPERE

AUGUSTIN

AUGUSTIN

ARISTIDE

ALFRED

FAREL

JONAS

EMILE

JEAN-DELIUS DERVIL

SAINT LOUIS

COLBERT

JACSON

JULES

IRANIA

04-10-99-1950-01-00003

04-07-99-1972-07-00036

04-10-99-1949-06-00002

04-08-99-1943-02-00002

04-08-99-1962-06-00010

04-10-99-1982-09-00002

04-07-99-1961-07-00017

04-07-99-1955-03-00019

04-08-99-1953-12-00028

JOSEPH

JOACHIM

MEDIGUERRE

WILLIAM

EMILE

04-07-99-1953-02-00014

04-02-99-1970-08-00001

04-07-99-1954-01-00005

04-07-99-1970-08-00022

UNITE TECHNIQUE D'EXECUTION (UTE)

!

;U_

A

(

I'

Jt CA-:.U.

l

n

b&-YL

ONll

..

fliVvf

PLAN DE COMPENSATION : CHOIX D'OPTIONS D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT PAR LES PERSONNES VULNERABLES

JEAN

JEAN GILLES JEAN PIERRE-CHARLES 04-10-99-1937-06-00002

LOUIS

JOSEPH

04-11-99-1956-07-00009

04-09-99-1971-08-000

MATHIEU

YDAMUDE

JEAN SIMON RIVIERE

METIELUS

/' . u
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ROSE MARIE

04-07-99-1945-05-00014

04-07-99-1968-09-00012

UNITE TECHNIQUE D'EXECUTION (UTE)

.1'-/c<..<h- ..,..,,,J

',.k

PLAN DE COMPENSATION: CHOIX D'OPTIONS D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT PAR LES PERSONNES VULNERABLES

MICHEL
ROBERT

04-07-99-1963-12-00028

OTILUS

YVONNE

04-07-99-1972-09-00005

04-10-99-1928-04-00001

PAUL
VILJACQUES

04-07-99=1951-04-00007

JEAN BAPTISTE

PIERRE
RISTENOR

PAUL

PIERRE

...
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

1

ADAM

ANDRE

2

ADAM

ABDON

3

ALCIDE

ELIE

4

ALCIME

ANNE MARIE

5

ALDAJUSTE

VADIUS

6

ALEXANDRE

LUSNIE PROSPERE

7

ALEXIS

FEBERT

8

ALEXIS

LALITE

9

ALEXIS

ANANIAS

10

ALEXIS

SYLVIE ALEXIS

11

ALFRED

IRANIA

12

ALMONOR

GEDEON ALMONOR

13

AMBROISE

NOLAS AMBROISE

14

AMOS

JACQUES

15

ANGRAND

ROBENSON

16

ANGRAND

FANFAN

17

ANTOINE

ELOT

18

ARISTIDE

JULES

19

ARLET

ROSE CARLINE

20

ASENIE

EUGENE PHANORD

21

AUGUSTIN

APPOLON

22

AUGUSTIN

REMY

23

AUGUSTIN

COLBERT

24

AUGUSTIN

JACSON

25

AUGUSTIN

JOCELYN

26

BAPTISTE

RAPHAEL

27

BAPTISTE

JACLIN

28

BELAMOUR

JOB

29

BELLONY

JEAN-CLAUDE

30

BERNADIN

PIERRE

31

BIEN-AIME

JACQUELIN

32

BIEN-AIME

VIGENIE

33

BLANC

ANOZIA

34

BREUS

WILCIEN BREUS

35

BREUS

SAMUEL

36

BREUS

CHARITABLE

37

CADEAU

ANDRE

38

CADET

EDIN

39

CADET

EDILE

40

CALIXTE

FENELON

41

CELICOURT

GASPARD
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

42

CELIMON

ENISE

43

CHARLES

MICHEL

44

CHARLES

BERTRAND

45

CHARLES

HENRY CLAUDE

46

CHARLES

FAUDE

47

CHARLES

CLAUDE

48

CHARLES

RONY

49

CHARLES

JACCILIA

50

CHARLES

GAMANY

51

CHARLES

LUMA

52

CHARLES

IDERIC RICARDE

53

CHARLES

DUFORT MANNEVIL

54

CHERIZAR

SULFA

55

CHERY

RULTZ

56

COLAS

JEAN MICHEL

57

COMPERE

SAINT LOUIS

58

CREJUSTE

ELIANE

59

DALUSMA

LUMA

60

DANIEL

ALCIME

61

DANIEL

JOSEPH

62

DAVILMA

ALONCE

63

DAVILMAR

YVES

64

DAVILMAR

FRANÇOIS

65

DAVILMAR

WILLY ARMAND

66

DAVILMAR

VERLY

67

DAVILMAR

SUZA

68

DAVILMAR

CHENET

69

DELAMAR

GEORGES

70

DELORD

JEAN-DELIUS DERVIL

71

DENISE

SEIDE

72

DESIR

LUXIMA

73

DESIR

DELIVRANCE

74

DESIR

ANNISE

75

DESIR

COVIN

76

DESTENOR

MOLIECE

77

DESTENOR

LUCIEN

78

DEVIL

LUC

79

DEVIL

LELIO DORVIL

80

DOLVAR

AMANIAS

81

DORVIL

MADELAINE

82

DUCATEL

GEORGES

83

DUROSIER

PAUL
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

84

DUROSIER

JEAN-BAPTISTE JOEL

85

DUROSIER

JOEL JUNIOR

86

DUVERNA

ANTOINE

87

EDOUARD

EMILE

88

ELIE

JOSUE

89

ENCELE

RAPHAEL

90

ENOS

AUGUSTE

91

ENOSH

JOSEPH

92

EREL

ARISTIDE

93

ERIBERT

JOSEPH

94

ETIENNE

RUBE

95

ETIENNE

ROBERT

96

ETIENNE

RODSON

97

ETIENNE

EDELENE

98

ETIENNE

CIMILIEN

99

ETIENNE

NAGUISE

100

ETIENNE

ELVIS

101

ETIENNE

RAOUL

102

ESTIME

MANOLD

103

ETZEL

JEAN

104

FAUSTIN

RODELIN

105

FAUSTIN

RODNEY

106

FERNAND

ALCIUS

107

FISIEN

GARRY

108

FLODETTE

RICARDE CHARLES

109

FLORVIL

DIEUDONNE

110

FLORVIL

ECCLESIASTE

111

FRANCIQUE

JOCELIN

112

FRANCIUS

JOSEPH

113

FRANCLIN

PIERRE

114

FRANCOIS

ZULIMENE

115

FRANCOIS

ADRIANA

116

FRANCOIS

BENITHA CADEAU

117

FREDERIC

YVES

118

GEFFRARD

HARRY

119

GELIN

JOSSELIN

120

GEORGES

PHILIPPE

121

GEORGES

ELIE-MARC

122

GEORGES

INNOCENT

123

GEORGES

NESIRUS

124

GEORGES

NOELSON

125

GEORGES

LOUIS JEAN
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

126

GEORGES

LOUIS JEAN

127

GEORGES

JULIENNE

128

GEORGES

MARCELINE

129

GERMAIN

SYLVAIN GABRIEL

130

GERMAIN

WESGARD

131

GERMAIN

MULLER

132

GERMAIN

SYLVAIN

133

GERMAIN

SALNAVE

134

GERVEUS

ANNE DELIVRANCE

135

GUERRIER

ISMANE DESIR

136

GUERRIER

BERTHOLON

137

GUILLET

GEROME

138

HILAIRE

ARSENIE

139

HILAIRE

GRACILIA

140

HYACINTE

FRANTZ

141

HYLAIRE

WIDY

142

INNOCENT

JACLINE

143

JACOB

ROSELINE JEAN PIERRE

144

JACQUES

RONALD

145

JACQUES

MOISE

146

JACQUES

JEANNETTE LUBERT

147

JEAN

JONAS

148

JEAN

FAREL

149

JEAN

JACKSON

150

JEAN

GELIN

151

JEAN

PETIMA

152

JEAN

KESNEL

153

JEAN

PIERRE

154

JEAN

PROSPER

155

JEAN

LUCIEN

156

JEAN

CHRISTIANNE

157

JEAN

ESTIBERT

158

JEAN

RAPHAEL

159

JEAN

EMILE

160

JEAN

NERY

161

JEAN

FRANÇOIS

162

JEAN

JOB

163

JEAN

RAYNOLD

164

JEAN

ELINIE

165

JEAN

INNOCENT

166

JEAN

DULOR

167

JEAN

ANNE-MARIE
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

168

JEAN BAPTISTE

DANIEL

169

JEAN BAPTISTE

JACKSON

170

JEAN BAPTISTE

JOSEPH

171

JEAN BAPTISTE

LOUIS

172

JEAN BAPTISTE

FENELON

173

JEAN-BAPTISTE

EVA

174

JEAN-BAPTISTE

MAGLOIRE

175

JEAN-BAPTISTE

ANTENOR

176

JEAN GILLES

JACQUELIN

177

JEAN GILLES

LEONEL

178

JEAN GILLES

JEAN PIERRE-CHARLES

179

JEAN GILLES

ELIZABETH

180

JEAN GILLES

PHILOMENE PHENIX

181

JEAN-GILLES

RAPHAEL

182

JEAN-GILLES

ROMY

183

JEAN LOUIS

JOCELYN

184

JEAN SIMON

RIVIERE

185

JOACHIM

EMILE

186

JOAZIL

EXILUS

187

JOEL LUCILIA

ALFRED

188

JONEL

JEAN

189

JOSEPH

MONIQUE

190

JOSEPH

PRINCIVAL

191

JOSEPH

THERMIDOR

192

JOSEPH

GERSON

193

JOSEPH

MOLIECE

194

JOSEPH

JEAN

195

JOSEPH

CELIN

196

JOSEPH

NELSON

197

JOSEPH

PHENEUS

198

JOSEPH

LOUIS JEAN

199

JOSEPH

CIMEON

200

JOSEPH

MELINOR

201

JOSEPH

DEMEUR

202

JOSEPH

GERARD

203

JOSEPH

VILSAINT OTEFEUILLE

204

JOSEPH

WILLIAM

205

JOSEPH

WILLIAM

206

JOSEPH

LESLY

207

JOSEPH

MICHEL

208

JOSEPH

CLOTILDE A.

209

JOSEPH

COMPERE
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

210

JOSEPH

LUCSON

211

JOSEPH

MARGARETTE

212

JOSEPH

JEAN

213

JOSEPH

MADELEINE

214

JOSEPHE

MESINORD

215

JULMICE

DAVILUS

216

JULMICE

JUNETTE

217

JULMISTE

EVINS

218

KINSLY

NOEL

219

LAMBERT

GUISLYN

220

LAMOUR

ERNOT

221

LAMOUR

WILLYNE P.

222

LAURENT

ADELIN

223

LAURENT

ADIERON

224

LAZARE

RENE

225

LAZARRE

JEAN-BAPTISTE

226

LEGRAND

AURELUS

227

LEGRAND

CLAUDIUS

228

LEROY

ANNE

229

LOUIS

MARIE CAMENE

230

LOUIS

LINA

231

LOUIS

MEDIGUERRE

232

LOUIS

ROBERT

233

LOUIS

SALVANT VILFORT

234

LOUIS

VALERIE

235

LOUIS

MERCITA LUTAIRE LUOIS

236

LOUIS

FORTILIA

237

MARCELUS

CELINOR

238

MARIE

DELIAZARD

239

MARTIAL

P. DESHOMMES

240

MARTIAL

MARIE

241

MARTIAL

MYRISE

242

MATHIEU

JOSEPH

243

MATIEN

LANAUD

244

MENARD

WILSON

245

MENARD

ROSELENE

246

METELUS

VILJEAN

247

METELLUS

NORVILUS

248

METTELUS

YDAMUDE

249

MICHEL

CARIUS

250

MICHEL

GARRY

251

MICHEL

VERLAINE
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

252

MICHEL

ROSE MARIE

253

MILLIEN

QUETTELINE

254

MILIUS

THELEMARQUE

255

MOMPREMIER

MARTHIAS

256

MOMPREMIER

JEAN MARCEL

257

MOMPREMIER

MANISE

258

MOMPREMIER

JOCELYN

259

MONCHER

BERNADY

260

MONDESIR

WESLY

261

MONESTIME

CHERISME MONDESIR

262

MONEZIME

GUYLINX

263

MORENCY

CLARILIA

264

MORENCY

ANDRE GEDIUS

265

MORENCY

RENAUD

266

NOEL

DERMANCE SURIS

267

NOEL

ADMENIE

268

NOEL

JACSON

269

NORVIL

ALEXIS

270

ODILOT

DANIEL

271

OLIBRICE

EMMANUEL

272

OLIBRIS

LUCIEN

273

ORRINVIL

ELIUS

274

OSIAS

JOSLYN

275

OTILUS

ROBERT

276

PANEL

DORVIL / TIRENE LOUIS

277

PAUL

JEAN BAPTISTE

278

PAUL

JEAN JACQUES

279

PAUL

WALDIN

280

PAUL

DUVALES / DIVALES

281

PAUL

PIERRE CHARLEUS

282

PAUL

YVONNE

283

PAULIUS

ISRAEL

284

PERANA

ACCILIEN

285

PERICLES

RIGAUD DAVILMAR

286

PETIT-MA

ADELAN

287

PETIT-MAITRE

MARIE-VIERGE

288

PHANORD

EUGENE

289

PHANORD

ARIOS

290

PIERRE

WILSON

291

PIERRE

DOMINO

292

PIERRE

RICHARD

293

PIERRE

PAULINE
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

294

PIERRE

WILLY

295

PIERRE

VILAINE

296

PIERRE

FOSTIN

297

PIERRE

LUNIS

298

PIERRE

JULSAINT

299

PIERRE

VIL JACQUES

300

PIERRE

RISTENOR

301

PIERRE

OVILLON

302

PIERRE

EMILUS

303

PIERRE

LUCIEN

304

PIERRE

PHILOMISE

305

PIERRE

DULAIN

306

PIERRE

RENEL

307

PIERRE

MIMOSE

308

PIERRE

ROSANE MONERO

309

PIERRE

KENCY

310

PIERRE

DELIVRANCE

311

PIERRE

LUNIQUE

312

PIERRE

ISAAC

313

PIERRE

ELENE

314

PIERRE

PIERRE GELUS

315

PIERRE

ROLAND

316

PIERRE

ANDJIE

317

PIERRE

FERNAND

318

PIERRE

PHILONIE

319

PIERRE ANTOINE

IVROSE

320

PIERRE EDLON

CARILON

321

PIERRE-CHARLES

JEANIDE

322

PREVIL

JOCELYN

323

PREVIL

SAINT-PREVIL

324

PROPHETE

ANIEL

325

PROSPER

JEAN

326

PROSPERE

CLERZILIA

327

PROSPERE

JEAN-LOUIS

328

RENAND

CARIES

329

RENE

JACQUES ALPHONSE

330

RENE

CELESTIN

331

RIVIERE

EUGENE

332

RIVIERE

THOMASSET

333

RIVIERE

MIRATEL

334

ROBERT

FABOLON

335

ROCKSAINT

MARIE-MARTHE
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PAP DESTINATAIRES DE CASH À LA QUATRIÈME
ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE
#

NOM

PRÉNOM

336

ROSENIE

PIERRE

337

SAINFLEUR

RAPHAEL

338

SAINT FLEUR

JASMIN

339

SAINT-FLEUR

DANIEL

340

SAINT HILAIRE

MAREUS

341

SAINT JEAN

ILNA

342

SAINTILMA

MAGLOIRE

343

SAINT ILMA

PROSTEMA

344

SAINTILMAR

GEORGES

345

SAINT-PREUX

SAMUEL

346

SAINT-LOUIS

MAUDELINE

347

SAINT-VIL

JEAN-CLAUDE

348

SEIDE

PAPITEAU

349

SEIDE

MANEROSE

350

SERAPHIN

EMMANUEL

351

SERAPHIN

AMINA

352

SOLEIL

LUCIUS

353

SOLEIL

JEAN JULIENNE

354

SOLEIL

JOHNY

355

SYLMA

DUGUE

356

TANIS

PHAREL

357

THELANDIEU

JEAN ALINA

358

THELORT

RENEL

359

TOUSSAINT

ERODE

360

TURIN

JEAN-MARIE

361

ULTIDE

ELMORIN

362

VILBRUN

PIERRE

363

WAZAMBECK

JAMES

364

YSRAEL

ODIANA

365

ZEPHIRIN

ENISE

366

ZEPHIRIN

HERCULE

367

ZEPHIRIN

MARIE SUZIE

NOTES:
1- ELIANE CLERJUSTE A ÉTÉ RAJOUTÉE À LA DEMANDE DE L'ALENACT, VU QU'ELLE AURAIT ÉTÉ ABSENTE
DEPUIS AVANT L'ENQUÊTE DE 2011 ET N'AVAIT PAS ÉTÉ PRISE EN COMPTE
2- LES PERSONNES IDENTIFIÉES COMME VULNÉRABLES À L'ENQUÊTE DE 2013 ONT AUSSI REÇU DU CASH À
L'OCCASION DE CETTE DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION MONÉTAIRE. CE MONTANT REPRÉSENTE UN
VERSEMENT ADDITIONNEL POUR SÉCURITÉ ALIENTAIRE, EN ATTENDANT QUE LES OPTIONS CHOISIES SE
CONCRÉTISENT
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MONTANTS PERÇUS INDIVIDUELLEMENT PAR LES PAP À LA QUATRIÈME ET DERNIÈRE COMPENSATION
MONÉTAIRE (RANGÉS PAR ORDRE CROISSANT)
HTG 13,050.00
HTG 13,050.00
HTG 17,400.00
HTG 17,400.00
HTG 20,880.00
HTG 24,360.00
HTG 24,360.00
HTG 26,100.00
HTG 27,840.00
HTG 27,840.00
HTG 34,800.00
HTG 34,800.00
HTG 35,016.78
HTG 38,280.00
HTG 38,280.00
HTG 41,760.00
HTG 41,760.00
HTG 45,240.00
HTG 45,240.00
HTG 52,200.00
HTG 55,466.58
HTG 55,680.00
HTG 55,680.00
HTG 59,160.00
HTG 59,160.00
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
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HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,033.56
HTG 70,257.67
HTG 81,831.69
HTG 92,444.30
HTG 92,444.30
HTG 92,444.30
HTG 105,050.34
HTG 105,050.34
HTG 110,933.16
HTG 112,053.69
HTG 112,053.69
HTG 112,053.69
HTG 119,253.14
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
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HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
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HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
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HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,067.12
HTG 140,515.33
HTG 140,515.33
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,100.67
HTG 210,773.00
HTG 210,773.00
HTG 214,470.77
HTG 232,511.41
HTG 252,120.81
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
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HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
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HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,134.23
HTG 280,582.45
HTG 281,030.66
HTG 281,030.66
HTG 281,030.66
HTG 281,030.66
HTG 308,147.66
HTG 324,955.71
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 350,167.79
HTG 351,288.33
HTG 357,759.43
HTG 369,777.19
HTG 369,777.19
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 420,201.35
HTG 421,545.99
HTG 421,545.99
HTG 434,208.06
HTG 477,012.57
HTG 490,234.91
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HTG 490,234.91
HTG 490,234.91
HTG 490,234.91
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 560,268.47
HTG 561,164.90
HTG 630,302.02
HTG 630,302.02
HTG 630,302.02
HTG 630,302.02
HTG 650,807.85
HTG 700,335.58
HTG 700,335.58
HTG 737,761.52
HTG 737,873.57
HTG 739,554.38
HTG 770,369.14
HTG 835,696.44
HTG 840,402.70
HTG 840,402.70
HTG 924,442.97
HTG 924,442.97
HTG 924,442.97
HTG 924,442.97
HTG 941,251.02
HTG 968,816.23
HTG 1,109,331.56
HTG 1,120,536.93
HTG 1,120,536.93
HTG 1,294,220.16
HTG 1,399,214.47
HTG 1,400,671.16
HTG 1,680,805.40
HTG 2,241,073.86
TOTAL

HTG 93,930,803.47
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Annex 14 – Acte d’Engagement between UTE and L’Association des Petits
Planteurs du Nord Est
See over page
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ACTE D'ENGAGEMENT

Entre

L'Unitd Technique d'Ex6cution du Minist6re de l'Economie et des Finances (UTE), repr6sent6 par son
Directeur Ex6cutif, M. Michael De LANDSHEER, identifid au NIF :A03-228-57A-2;
Et

L'Association des Petits Planteurs du Nord Est - Branche Glaudine, repr6sent6e par son Coordonnateur
local, M. M6nio JEAN, identifi6 au CIN :04-A7-99-1965-02-00011;
Le pr6sent engagement est pris afin de formaliser la volont6 des deux parties de faciliter la mise en
cuvre du plan de relance socio-riconomique en faveur des familles directement affect6es par
l'implantation du Parc lndustriel de Caracol (PAP), prenant aussi en compte toutes les parcelles

occup6es sur le site par les Petits Planteurs du Nord-Est, branche Glaudine, objectivement et
manifestement sous exploitation depuis plus d'une saison, au site de relocalisation, propri6t6 de l'Etat
identifi6e par la Direction du Domaine de la Direction G6n6rale des lmp6ts et mise i disposition par le
MinistEre de I'Economie et des Finances pour la relocalisation des PAP, tout en respectant les superficies
occup6es par les planteurs et prenant en compte la participation des 6leveurs dans le programme
d'6levage envisag6 aud it site. En d'autres termes :
L'UTE s'engage i garantir le maintien des parcelles, occup6es objectivement et
Article 7
manifestement sous exploitation depuis au moins une saison, qui seraient dument identifi6es sur ledit
site.
L'UTE s'engage i faciliter l'int6gration des agriculteurs qui y sont d6ji install6s depuis
Article 2
plus d'une saison dans le processus de d6veloppement agricole (agriculture et 6levage) du site.
L'UTE s'engage i impliquer et intdgrer les acteurs, incluant les Petits Planteurs install6s
sur le site, dans le processus de partage d'informations et de prise de d6cisions.

Article 3

L'Association des Petits Planteurs du Nord-Est - branche Glaudine - s'engage
Article 4
les pancartes hostiles A l'UTE, imm6diatement aprEs la signature de l'acte d'engagement.

i

enlever

L'Association des Petits Planteurs du Nord-Est - branche Glaudine - s'engage, dans un
Article 5
esprit de franche collaboration, i accompagner et ir faciliter le processus de mise i disposition des terres
dudit site aux relocalis6s du site du Parc lndustriel de Caracol et aussi aux occupants install6s depuis
plus d'une saison, ainsi que celui de sa mise en valeur.
Fait de bonne foi

t,
Michael

i

Glaudine, Caracol, le 23 aout11!2

#

DE IdIVDSHEER

Directe0r Ex6tutif
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Pour l'Association des Petits Planteurs du Nord-Est, branche Glaudine:

M6nio JEAN
Coordonnateur

Engagement pris en pr6sence de:

M. Jean-Claude JOSEPH,

Coordonnateur
CASEC de Glaudine
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RIiPUBLTQUE D'H.At'I'l

MINISTtrRf, DE L'ECONOMTE ET DES FINANCES
DIRECTION GBNERALE DES IMPOTS
Port-au-Princc, le28 Septembre 20Il
l:n rcpo[dont. mcntlonncz
lli.:lercncs

: DOM/326

D()sslsr No

G

LJt,02,

ESTIFICJTT

La Direction G6n6rale des lmp6ts Certifie et atteste que le terrain
delimite par procds-verbal d'arpentage dress6 au No,- MEE/49 en

date

des

9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19 Ao0t 2011

fait partie du

Domaine Privd de l'Etat. Cette propriOte est destin6e

i

relocaliser

les Pavsans d6plac6s sur le Site du Parc lndustrig! de Caraeol.
.l:

; 1,1-; r' | '
aqE +

Regu le

11

26, rarc 3 prc6t

?6ll

Vu et approuv6 par

;2.5{2-{}29O

:

Ministre de l'Economie et des Finances
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#rEF
tJ

n itd Tech n i q u e d' Exd t u ti o n

Ministirt

N'

rle {'Ecctuctntie e't

rie-.<

Finnrirrrs

UTE/PIP /04-73 /760s

Pdtoprens, 30 avril 2013

Mesye, Manm Komite
Koperativ Ti Plant€ Nddds

R6f. I Programme d,Infrastructure productive
Financement non remboursable n" Z77g /GFt-lts.A

Objd; Abandon pwojd
Glodin

telokal_izasyon nan

Mesye,

Mwen konstate, malgre ijans ki genyen pou_yon desizyon prun,
5 jou UTE hn prvopoze nou yon
Prvotokdl Dakd, nan dat 25 avrl.,I(omrte l(operativ Ti Plantd ^prc
Nodds @ranch Glodur) pa bal, ok.r6

rePons,

,(

Jan ekip UTE a te di li nan reyinyo n 25 avrl1a, Prvotokdl Dakd a ranmase pi pitr kondisyon ki pou
gatantT, pou UTE kapab deside kontinye \ranse ak pwojd relokalizasyon 366 pfu"ie Chabd
yo ,og t.r.n
Ministd Ekonomi ak Finans bal, pou sa flan Glodin/Fonblan,

Akoz iians ki genyen pou UTE respekte angz)man Li genyen ak 366 peytz^tl Chabd yo, kdm I(onrite
I(operativ Ti Plantd Nodds (Branch Glodrn) 1a pa deside reponn al< pwopozisyon prvotokdl Dakd
a,
UTE fd nou konnen l-i deside abandone prvojd telokalizasyon plantd yo ,^, -Cloaur.
Mwen salye nou e mwen swete pou nou pote nou byen.

C.C.

Mesye Wilson LALEAU, Minis Ekonomi ak Finans
Mesye fucindo SANTOS, BID

ir%

26, rue 3, Pacot
Tel,r 28 13 02 90 / 29 41 OZgO
E-mail: ute_mef@ute. gouv. ht
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